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LANDSAT-D TO GROUND STATION
INTERFACE DESCRIPTIOV
1. LANDSAT-D MISSION OVERVIEW
1.1 FLIGHT SEGMENT
Figure 1 is an illustration of the components of the Landsat-D
flight segment.
1.2 ORBIT
The Landsat-D orbit is defined as follows:
Altitude
Inclination
Repeat cycle
Orbits per cycle
Ground trace spacing at Equator
Sidelap at Equator
Descending node time
Nodal period
705.3 km
98.2 degrees
16 days
233
172.0 km
7.6 percent
0930 to 1000 hours
5933.0472 seconds
The value of 705.3 for the Landsat-D orbit agrees with the altitude
over the Earth's Equator (h e ) that satisfies a Keplerian period (P)
corresponding to the design nodal period. The 705.3-km altitude is
not intended for use in detailed orbital analyses because it does
not precisely represent the actual Landsat-D altitude at the
Equator.
a is altitude measured from the center of the Earth.
	
P = 2n a 3
	P = 5933.0472 sec;µ = 338601.2 km
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Figure 2 shows the Landsat-D orbit for the 16-day period. Maps and
information regarding nominal ground track and scene-center loca-
tions for Landsat D will be available from the Earth Resources
Observation Systems (EROS) Data Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
1.3 FUNCTION OF LANDSAT-D ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
The Landsat-D spacecraft attitude control systdw, (ACS) orients the
spacecraft relative to a desired target. The central control system
element is an onboard computer (OBC) that processes all sensor-
derived information and, in conjunction with various types of stored
information, generates the appropriate control signals to operate
the spacecraft reaction control devices. The Landsat-D reference
sensor system consists of coarse Sun sensors, an Earth sensor (for
safe-hold only), an inertial reference unit (IRU), a pair of fixed-
head star trackers, and a three-axis magnetometer. All sensor
outputs are transferred to the OBC in addition to being downlinked
in telemetry. The OBC processes the sensory inputs and derives the
control equipment commands. The primary attitude reference is
derived from the IRU. The IRU bias drift and scale factor errors
are computed within the OBC through use of known target stars. A
1-sigma pointing accuracy of 0.01 degree is expected from this
system.
1.4 COMMUNICATIONS
Figure 3 shows the overall data flow from Landsat-D. Foreign ground
stations will receive data by X- and S-band links. For more infor-
mation concerning these data transmissions, refer to Section 9.
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1.5 NASA/GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER (GSFC) LANDSAT-D USER PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS
a. NASA/GSFC intends to maintain the Landsat-D Data Management
System MSS partially processed output high-density tape
(HDT-A) format compatible with the Landsat 3 format family
currently in use within the GSFC/Image Processing Facility.
b. MSS user photographic and computer-compatible tape (CCT) pro-
ducts will not be produced by GSFC. Earth Resources Observa-
tion Systems Data Center will be responsible for producing
these user products.
c. The TM high-density tape (HDT), CCT, and photographic output
product formats have not been defined. However, plans are
being made to conform the formats as closely as possible to
the generic structure of the HDT and photographic products
currently being used for Landsats 2 and 3. GSFC intends to
use the Martin Marietta Model MH2879-L high-data-rate record-
ers and the Goodyear Landsat-D high-resolution film recording
system.
Additional product information should be obtained from the EROS Data
Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
2. ATTITUDE AND EPHEMERIS DATA
NASA/GSFC plans to provide attitude and ephemeris data to Landsat
Ground Station Operations Working Group (LGSOWG) members on a rou-
tine basis within the telemetry S-band downlink and TM video data.
The ephemeris data, which are provided in the form of orbital-state
vectors, will be derived from uplinked predicted ephemeris data.
The ephemeris position accuracy is presented in Table 1. The con-
tent and data format are described in Section 5. The ephemeris data
6
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Provided within the telemetry S-band downlink and TM video data will
normally be between 1 and 2 days from tracking data cutoff. Onboard
ephemeris processing by the OBC does not introduce any significant
degradation to the accuracies defined in Table 1.
Table 1
Ephemeris Location Accuracy
(1 sigma)
Source
Position/Location Accuracy (meters)
(days from tracking cutoff)
1 2 3
Predicted-fit ephemeris 250 500 1000
Landsat-D pointing accuracy will be 0.01 degree (1 sigma). Point-
ing, ephemeris, alignment of the TM to the pointed axis, and timing
errors will result in positional accuracy of the imagery with syste-
matic correction only (no use of ground control points) as summa-
rized below:
Cross Tcack	 Along Track
Error Source
	
(Meters lo)
	
(Meters	 la)
	
Ephemeris	 100	 500
Time	 N/A	 80
	
Attitude	 123	 123
	
Alignment	 427	 855
Total (root-sum-square) 	 455
	 1001
The altitude of the Landsat-D orbit, considering both orbit eccen-
tricity and the Earth's figure, will vary between about 685 and 740
kilometers. Maximum altitudes will occur over the North and South
Poles and minimum altitudes will occur over equatorial regions.
The Landsat-D ACS-pointed axis is defined as t?he line of sight from
the spacecraft of the geocenter (i.e, the origin of the Earth-
centered inertial true-of-date coordinate system). This is also the
7
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nominal alignment axis for the optical axes of both the TM and the
MSS. Actual alignment errors of the instruments will be calibrated
in flight.
3. NAVIGATIONAL DATA
NASA plans to provide improved interrange vectors (I 2RV) by Telex
which allow proper pointing of ground station antenna for acquisi-
tion of satellite data signals. These vectors will be provided
dail,, at least 24 hours before becoming effective. The I 2RV mes-
sage is described in Appendix D.
For use in processing image data, ephemeris data are transmitted in
both 8-kbps telemetry (described in Section 7) and 32 kbps payload
correction data (described in paragraph 5.4.7). NASA will also use
ephemeris data transmitted from the flight segment for processing
image data.
4. MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER SPECIFICATIONS
4.1 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER RADIOMETRIC REQUIREMENTS
4.1.1 Spectral Bands
The MSS operates in four spectral bands in the solar-reflected
spectral region as follows:
a. Band 1--0.5 to 0.6 micrometers
b. Band 2--0.6 to 0.7 micrometers
C. Band 3--0.7 to 0.8 micrometers
d. Band 4--0.8 to 1.1 micrometers
8
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The MSS uses the following detectors in each spectral bands
a. Band 1--Photomultiplier tube (six each)
b. Band 2--Photomultiplier tube (six each)
C. Band 3--Photomultiplier tube (six each)
d. Band 4--Silicon photodiode (six each)
4.1.3 MSS Radiance/Signal Range
The scanner provides video signals that are accurately related to
radiance values in each spectral band. The maximum radiance levels
for bands 1 through 4 are:
Maximum Radiance
Band	 10 watts cm ster-1
1	 24.8
2	 20.0
3	 17.6
4	 46.0
NASA has no plans to acquire Sun calibration data for the MSS.
4.1.4 MSS Quantization
Each sample is encoded into a 6-bit word.
4.1.5 MSS Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
The ratio of output signal level to root mean square (rms) noise
input radiance for the scanner and multiplexer is as defined in
9
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Table 2 when the multiplexer samples are in the linear mode. When
the multiplexer compresses signals from bands 1, 2, and 3, the SNR's
are as defined in Table 3.
4.2 MSS SCANNING MIRROR CHARACTERISTICS
4.2.1 MSS Geometric Accuracy
The Landsat-D MSS scan mirror is supported by two flex pivots that
exert a restoring torque on the mirror. The torque is zero at
approximately the center of scan. Bumpers are provided at the two
ends of scan to reverse the mirror angular velocity. During the
of
	 scan (west to east in the spacecraft descending node) when
video data are collected, the mirror is essentially torque-free
except for the flex-pivot torque. During the reverse or back-scan,
a torque motor applies torque to restore the system energy lost
during the previous -^.an cycle. The mirror inertia is approximately
0.0077 slug-ft 2
 and t`• R
 combined spring constant of the flex pivots
is approximately 4707 ft-lb per radian.
4.2.2 Scan Mirror Assembly
Sensor ground coverage perpendicular to the satellite track is ac-
complished by means of a flat scanning mirror oriented at 45 degrees
with respect to the scene that scans about the X-axis. The fol-
lowing parameters define this scan mirror assembly system:
a. Scan frequency: 13.62 Hz +0.01 percent
b. Scan angle across scene: 14.90 +0.06 degrees or 0.26 +0.001
radian
c. Timing format (Figure A-2)
d. Active scan period: 32.75 +1.25 milliseconds
t
10
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Mini:num system
to-noise (SIN)
(after analog
tal (A/D) convi
1/2 high-radiance
Minimum system
(after A/D con,
Table 3
Compression Mode
Band
1 2 3
High-radiance level:
Minimum system SIN output 75 65 47
(after A/D conversion)
1/2 high-radiance level:
Minimum system SIN output 43 39 30
(after A/D conversion)
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4.2.3 Geometric Fidelity
Geometric fidelity shall be defined by:
a. Lines per scan (scanned simultaneously)--Band 1 through band
4: 6
b. Scan-to-scan line-length variation--42.0 µr, rms over 100 scans
(the variation will be larger when operated simultaneously with
the TM instrument)
c. Optical centerline variations--Less than 1 percent of full
scan
d. Scan repeatability--Scan angle versus time is repeatable
within 24 µr, rms over 100 scans after line-length correction
e. Scan nonlinearity--For the linear portion of the forward
scan, the repeatable scan rate deviates by less than +2.4,
-5.0 percent from the mean scan rate.
4.3 MSS INTERNAL CALIBRATION
There are provisions in the MSS for internal calibration.
4.3.1 Bands 1 through 4 Internal Calibration
The internal calibration is provided on every other mirror scan
cycle (major frame). Data on the alternate cycles are black level
(dc restore in band 4). A redundant source and varying neutral
density filter will generate appropriate radiant levels and spectral
distribution to provide internal calibration for bands 1 through 4.
The internal calibration for bands 1 through 4 consists of a de-
creasing gray optical wedge (ramp calibrate) input of 10.2 +2 milli-
seconds duration that occurs 42.8 +2 milliseconds after line-start
code (nominally 11 milliseconds after end-of-line code). Preflight
12
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gray-wedge test data will he supplied to the Landsat-D ground sta-
tions for all modes of operation. A typical gray-wedge calibration
curve is shown in Figure 4. The middle two bits of the binary words
are inverted as it the case for all video data.
LEVEL U
GROUND	 ENDOP.LINE
	
IS	 200
DATA	 CODE LEVEL >E
wDwD 2
IN0"D 1	 WORD 304
LEVEL 0
Figure 4. Typical Gray-Wedge Calibration Curve
4.3.2 MSS Internal Calibration Accuracy
For the maximum duty cycle period beginning 3 minutes after turnon
(normal warmup time), the calibration wedge output provides the
means to calibrate gain and offset values for bands 1 through 4
(paragraph 4.1.1) within the following relative accuracies.
a. Channel to channel (within a band)
(1) Ratio of gains between channel: 2.0 percent peak to
peak
(2) Offset differences between channels: +15 millivolts
(less than 0.24 quantum average)
b. Band to Band
(1) Ratio of band average gain (averaq_e of six channels)
between bands: +30 millivolts (less than 0.47 quantum
level average)
13
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c. Stability at any channel
(1) Gain change: +2.0 percent over the maximum duty cycle
(2) Offset change: +12 millivolts over the maximum duty
cycle period (less than 0.19 quantum level average)
The amplitude range of the calibration signal in the low-gain mode
varies from a maximum of greater than 3.5 volts (level 55) to a
minimum of less than 0.5 volt (level 8), and in the high-gain mode
(bands 1 and 2 only) from a maximum of greater than 4.0 volts (satu-
rated level 63) to a minimum of less than 2.0 volts (level 32).
4.4 MSS SENSOR OL : PUT FORMAT
With the exception of the addition of a 4-bit spacecraft identifi-
caticn word, the MSS time-code format for Landsat-D is identical to
the four-b:nd format of Landsats 1, 2, and 3. The MSS data format
for Landsat-D is described in Appendix A.
4.5 MSS DATA PROCESSING CONSTANTS
The values of certain spacecraft and sensor constants required in
'roun: processing are provided in Appendix B.
7. THEMATIC MAPPER SPECIFICATIONS
5.1 THEL-;A- _' MAPPER RADIOMETR T_C REQUIREMENTS
5.1.1 Radiometric Sensitivity
The TM output in each of bands 1 through 5 and 7 have a SNR for
specified input in accordance with Table 4. For a constant input
radiance, the SNR is defined as the ratio of the output value (in
units of radiance) averaged over at least 100 samples to the rms
14
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value of the noise equivalent radiance that is defined as the rmn of
the deviations of the output samples from the average value.
Table 4
Thematic Mapper Signal-to-Noise Ratios
Constant in Band
Input Radiance
Band (mw/cm2-sr) Minimum SNR
1 0.28 32
2 0.24 35
3 0.13 26
4 0.19 32
5 0.08 13
7 0.046 5
The sensitivity of band 6 is measured in terms of noise equivalent
temperature difference (NETD). The NETD for band 6 as measured
after at least a six-pixel settling time at 300 K is 0.5 K. The
minimum scene temperature for this band is 260 K.
The TM output shall have neg ligible coherent noise in all seven
bands for all values of radiance, including zero for bands 1 through
5 and 7. The coherent noise pattern shall be subjectively evaluated
by inspec.:ing photographic images. No coherent noise pattern shall
be (liscernible at any radiance/signal level with the display set so
that each quantizing level is visible.
The signal drift of a detector channel with a constant radiance
input shall not exceed one-fourth of the rms noise of the band from
one scan to the next. The maximum allowable siqnal-level drift af-
ter 4 minutes or less of warmup (from orbital standby temperature)
shall not exceed 2 percent of full scale per 24 hours (including
15
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five on-and-off cycles) and shall not exceed the rms noise level in
any 30-iecond time period.
5.1.2 Radiometric Accuracy
Relative radiometric accuracy between bands operating in the re-
flective region shall be better than 2 percent. To maintain radio-
metric measurement accuracy for the total mission duration, an
internal reference source is used to provide calibration data for
ground correction. In addition, a do restore technique is used on
board to minimize the effects of low frequency noise and drift. A
zero-radiance level is applied to the sensors when the shutters are
closed to develop a zero-clamp level for the A/D circuitry. This
zero-clamp level is fractionally u pdated before each sweep. The
zero-clamp level appears as a sensor black-level output to the
ground during the shutter-closed period.
NASA has no plans to acquire Sun calibration data for the TM.
5.1.3 Spectral Bands
The scanner operates in seven spectral bands in the solar-reflected
spectral region as follows:
to
to
to
to
to
0 ti
to
a. Band 1--0.45
b. Band 2--0.52
c. Band 3--0.63
d. Band 4--0.76
e. Band 5--1.55
f. Band 6--10.4
g. Band 7--2.08
0.52
0.60
0.69
0.90
1.75
12.
2.35
micrometers
micrometers
micrometers
micrometers
micrometers
50 micrometers
micrometers
5.2 T'dEMATIC MAPPER GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS
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The relationship between the Earth's surface and the data sampled by
each TM detector is described in this section. The TM scan mirror
is a 16- by 21-inch ellipse that provides a nearly linear :scan
motion covering a swath on the ground 185-km wide. A precision
digital controller drives the mirror. A scan-line corrector,
located behind the primary optics, compensates for the forward
motion of the spacecraft and allows the scan mirror to produce
usable data in both scan directions. Figure 5 shows the critical TM
scanning components and the geometric relationship of the TM
detectors to their ground-track projection.
Figures 6 and 7 give details of the detector geometry. The detector
rows within a band are separated by 2.5 instantaneous fields of view
(IFOV's). This is done because the multiplexer samples the even
detectors 0.5 IFOV later than the odd detectors within a minor frame
of data. In this way, the odd and even detectors are an integral
multiple of IFOV's apart in space. The spacing between bands 5 and
6 is 34.75 IFOV's so that the edge of band-5 detectors will line up
with the edge of a band-6 detector. Note that the band-5 detector
edge is 0.75 IFOV from the center line of the band, while the edge
of the band-6 detector is 3.0 IFOV's from the center line. Table 5
includes physcial spacing and sample timing. Clarification of the
band 6 sampling scheme is provided in the following two paragraphs.
Immediately after the line start code, the values of band 6 Detec-
tors 1 and 3 are held. The band 6 detector 1 sample is placed into
the first minor frame after line start, and the sample of band 6
detector 3 is placed into the second minor frame. At the beginning
of the third minor frame, the values of band 6 detectors 2 and 4 are
held. The band 6 detector 2 sample is placed into the third minor
frame, and the sample of band 6 detector 4 is placed into the fourth
minor frame. The above process is then repeated starting with the
fifth minor frame.
W
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The odd detector values of band 5 are held at the beginning of each
minor frame as are band 6 detectors 1 and 3. The Band 5 odd
detectors and band 6 detector 1 samples are placed into the minor
frame at which they are held. Thus, as shown in Figure 7, there are
nominally 37 minor frame samples between the trailing edges of band
6 detector 1 and odd band 5 detectors on forward scans. Band 6
detector 3 .samples are placed in the minor frame after the band 6
detector 1 sample. Thus, there are 36 minor frame samples between
odd detectors of band 5 and band 6 detector 3.
Table 5
Detector Adjustment for Layout Geometry
and Multiplexer Sampling
Minor-Frame Adjustment
Reverse Scan Forward Scan
Scan Direction (east to west) (west to east)
Band 1 even -3 -2
Band 1 odd 0 0
Band 2 even 22 23
Band 2 odd 25 25
Band 3 even 47 48
Band 3 odd 50 50
Band 4 even 72 73
Band 4 odd 75 75
Band 7 even 117 118
Band 7 odd 120 120
Band 5 even 143 144
Band 5 odd 146 146
Band 6 1 186 183
Band 6 2 176 173
Band 6 3 187 182
Band 6 4 177 172
Note: One band-6 detector is sampled per minor frame. The se-
quence from line start is detector 1,3,2,4,1,3,2,4,1....
The scan mirror assembly (SMA) operates in two modes: scan angle
monitor (SAM) mode and bumper mode. The bumper mode is a third
backup and will not be addressed in this document. The SAM mode can
operate with scan mirror electronics number 1 (SME-1) or scan mirror
21
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electronics number 2 (SME-2). For each SME, there exists a fifth-
order polynomial describing the nominal departure from linearity (or
profile) of the scan mirror forward and reverse scans. (See Appen-
dix C.) These nominal polynomial profiles must be adjusted on the
basis of first half and second half scan time data due to observed
profile wander ( expected to be a slowly varying adjustment of +10
microradians at midscan over 2000 scans) and due to launch vibration
profile shifts ( expected to be less than +200 microradians at mid-
scan).
The scan mirror produces nonlinear motions normal to its scan
direction. This produces cross scan or along track errors that are
defined using the polynomials given in Appendix C.
• The scan mirror electronics ( SME) mode is indicated in Bits 6
and 7 of TM serial Word E. Serial Word E is given in PCD TM
housekeeping Word 18. See Section 5 .4.7.2 (k).
e This information describes the likely changes in the supplied
along scan polynomial over time. The scan profile has been
observed to change as much as 10 microradians (object space`
over 2000 mirror scans during prelaunch tests. Profiles have
been observed to shift 50 microradians after a vibration test
and the worst case in-flight nonlinearity is expected to be
less than +200 microradians.
Appendix E, TM Midscan Correction Summary, explains how a parabola
is added to a smoothed profile polynomial to create a ground. cali-
brates profile polynomial.
The scan line corrector (SLC) scans in the along-track direction and
is intended to remove the alon4-track spacecraft and along-track
Earth-rotation motion during the active scan time. The SLC position
is reset by the end-scan pulse and initiates along-track scanning
before the start-scan time. The SLC position at start-scan is a
22
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function of scan mirror turnaround time. The following SLC para-
meters are available at this time:
Scan frequency 13.99 Hz
Scan period 71.462 ms
Scan rata in object space 9.610 mr/sec
SLC rotation rate 576.6 mr/sec
SLC linear scan angle 35.02 mr
Linear scan amplitude in object space 583.7 µrad
Linear image displacement amplitude 0.056 in
(0.142 cm)
Linear image displacement rate 0.922 in/see
(2.3 cm/sec)
5.2.2 TM Geometric Accuracy
A line synchronization signal is generated at least once each scan
line. These signals relate the position of the scanning system with
respect to the TM frame.	 I
Ex,:ludiny the effects of possible spacecraft attitude changes, the
path of any detector on the ground will not deviate from a straight
line by more than 1.0 IFOV (maximum) during_ the active portion of
each scan. The scan profile (angular position versus time) can be
ddscribed to within 0.1 IFOV (rms) by a smooth function of time with
a maximum of three inflection points. A calibration profile has
been derived from data taken during scan mirror subsystem operations
tests and is provide.i in Appendix C.
The! scan profile's in bath along-track and cross-track directions are
repeatable to the calibration profiles to within 0.1 IFOV (rms) over
400 scans and to within 0.2 IFOV (rms) over the operational lifetime
of the instrument. To meet the scan profile repeatability require-
ments, scan profiles should be adjusted usirq_ first half scan time
error and second half scan time error information that is provided
in the high-data-rate stream.
23
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The Flight Segment (FS) includes mechanical devices that are active
during the time that images are being acquired. These mechanical
devices cause low-amplitude motion that is passed through the space-
craft structure and results in attitude deviations of the TM optical
axis. This motion is called jitter.
Anticipated rms TM jitter error, referenced to the spacecraft co-
ordinate system, is as follows:
Frequency Range (Hz)	 Error Magnitude (arc-sec, 1 sigma)
	
0--0.01
	
36.0 All axes
	
0.01--0.4
	
10.0 All axes
0.4--7
	
0.30 All axes
0.93 Roll
Greater than 7
	
0.20 Pitch
0.30 Yaw
The above TM jitter errors result from mechanical forces interacting
with spacecraft structural resonances from 0.0 to 200 Hz. Signifi-
cant error is not expected to occur above 77 Hz.
Because of the developmental nature of the TM system, the NASA
'	 ground processing system is being designed to accommodate larger
worst-case (peak) jitter errors of 20 arc-seconds above 7 Hz.
The amplitude and phase of jitter is expected to be asynchronous
with respect to the TM scanning and thus require measurement and
correction during ground processing. The TM attitude measurement
capability is from 0.01 Hz to nominally 2.0 Hz, using the attitude
control inertial reference units (IRU), and from nominally 2.0 to
125 Hz, using the annular displacement sensor (ADS). IRU and ADS
outputs are combined on the ground to compute FS attitude deviations
from nominal pointing. Below 125 Hz, the TM is structurally a rigid
body, so that ADS and IRU measurements fully characterize the
attitude jitter of the TM optical axis.
24
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The scan rate (scene angular scan rate) during the usable portion of
the scan will not deviate more than 1 percent (peak) from the
average scan rate over any 30-second time period.
5.2.4 TM Overlap/Underlap
The peak overlap or underlap of IFOV's in adjacent scan lines of a
band, not including the effect due to variations in range across the
scan (i.e., bow-tie effect, altitude variation, spacecraft jitter),
will be less than 0.2 IFOV error (in 395 of 400 measurements) over
the full length of the scan lines when viewing the Earth. The
effect of ideal orbital altitude variations on overlap/underlap of
adjacent lines swept by consecutive scans must be included.
5.2.5 TM Scan-Line Length
The length of a scan line is defined as the time required for scan-
ning between the images of two sources that are at opposite ends of
the scanned field of view. The TM line length (active) will vary by
no more than 1 minor frame times from the line length averaged over
400 scans, exclusive of jitter affects. Note that the specified
performance (+1 minor frame) J&s for the active scan line length. In
operation, the variation will exc:ed ±1 IFOV when the MSS is on
simultaneously. Major frame length can vary up to 20.9 minor frames
due to variation in mirror turnaround times.
5.3 TM INTERNAL CALIBRATION
The TM internal calibration system can operate in either automatic
or backup mode. In the backup mode, command sequences are used to
operate the three calibration lamps. An internal calibration lamp
sequencer automatically sequences through the eight possible
radiance levels available with the three lamps, using only one
I
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command. Calibration data will be present in approximately 50-
image-pixel locations of each scan. The TM forward scan is defined
as the mirror scan from west to e^4t during daytime operation (i.e.,
with the spacecraft traveling north to south). Using this as a re-
ference, the calibration data precede the do restore on the reverse
scan and follow the do restore on the forward scan. Dc restore is a
technique for minimizing the effects of low-frequency (L/F) noise
and drift. A zero-radiance level is applied to the sensors when the
shutters are closed to develop a Zero-clamp level for the analog-to-
digital circuitry. This zero-clamp level is fractionally updated
before each sweep. The zero-clamp level appears as a sensor black-
level output to the ground during the shutter-closed period. Cali-
bration data begin approximately 7.8 milliseconds after the end-of-
line (EOL) pulse for the forward scan and approximately 1.0 milli-
seconds after the EOL pulse for the reverse scan. Each of the light
calibration steps will appear in 40 consecutive scans. Note that
NASA does not use calibration lamp current to determine lamp state,
and that there are no plans to put these items in the PCD.
Approximately 0.5 second is required for changing calibration levels
because of the time required for the lamps to warm up to full radi-
ance (or cool down in the case of the infrared bands). For this
reason, the user should not plan to use the calibration data present
in the first seven scans of each 40-scan calibration level sequence.
The user shoula examine a neighborhood o imdge-pixel values about
the proper time and determine the location of the shoulder on the
rising edge of the internal calibration curve. Look ahead 0.4
millisecond and search for the trailing edge of the shoulder of the
calibration curve. Thirty contiguous pixels centered between the
two shoulders can be averaged and used as a valid calibration data.
Almost anytime between 2.3 and 8 milliseconds can be used for the
zero-radiance-calibration level when it occurs. The de-restore flag
is black, the same as no light for bands 1 through 5 and 7. (Refer
to Table 7 for the location of do restore and blackbody data.)
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Percent of
Command* Lamps On Full Scale
1	 All lamps OFF/Lamp C OFF None 0
2	 Lamp 1 ON A 40
3	 Lamp R ON A+B 70
4	 Lamp A OFF B 30
5	 Lamp C ON B+C 50
6	 Lamp A ON A+B+C 90
7	 Lamp B OFF A+C 60
8	 Lamp A OFF C 20
The TM calibration lamp sequence is synchronous with the scans.
Theoretically, it is possible to determine which of the eight
calibration levels is in effect for a particular scan line. The
calibration level (which lamps are on and stable) at any particular
time must be derived from the data. Thase calibration levels are
not anticipated to be exact, but no tolerances are specified. There
are also no specification limits on calibration pulse rise and fall
time. Actual digital values depend primarily on the internal cali-
bration (IC) lamp configuration and the band number. Representative
values can be deduced from Figures 7a and 7b. The brightest level
(111), with all three IC lamps on, causes saturation at digital
count 255 in band 4.
Given the preceding calibration data sequence, the user can develop
the technique to locate the extract calibration data- A temperature-
controlled blackbody and a temperature-measured shutter surface
provide the calibration reference points for the four band-6 detec-
tors. Band-6 dectectors view the temperature-measured shutter sur-
face during the dc- restore calibration period and the temperature-
controlled blackbody during the calibration period of each mirror
scan. Refer to Table 7 for the location of these two periods in the
*There are 40 scans between each ca.anand.
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TM forward and reverse scans. The calibration shutter and blackbody
temperatures are measured and inserted in mission telemetry minor-
frame words 49 and 47, repectively (Table 14), and in word 3 and
word 1 of the payload correction data (PCD) telemetry (reference
5.4.7.2.j). Absolute calibration will be necessary for the thermal
IR channel to account for the blackbody shading factor. Compensa-
tion for tempera%.ure drift and possible emissivity variations is
expected to be required throughout the mission.
5.4 TM OUTPUT FORMAT
The TM output is an 84.903 +0.080 Mbps nonreturn-to-zero mark (NRZ-
M) serial bit stream. This signal employs differential transmission
and has redundant outputs. Eight TM bits are grouped to form a
word; words are grouped into minor frames; and minor frames are used
to form major frames. Each major frame contains all data applicable
to the one sweep (71.462 +0.200 milliseconds) of the scan mirror.
The output format is shown in Figure 8 and is described in the
following subparagraphs. The key parameters are as follows:
Swath angle: 15.390 degrees
Scan rate: 4.42191 rad/sec
Dwell time: 9.611 µsec
Line length: 6320 +0, -1 IFOV's
Filter frequency: 52.02 kHz
Data rate: 84.903 +0.080 Mbps
IFOV Bands 1 through 5 and 7 (nominal values) = 42.5 µrad;
band 6 - 170.0 grad
Scan period: 142.925 msec
Scan frequency: 5.9967 Hz
Active scan time: 60,743 +2.9 x 10 -6 sec
Turnaround time: 10.719 msec
Overlap at 40 N: 2.30 m (bow-tie effect only)
Note that the above times are exclusive of jitter.
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Figure 9 details the pseudorandom noise code for the TM scan-line
start.
5.4.1 Major-Frame Sync
The major-frame sync is referred to herein as the scan-line start
(SLS). The SLS begins with the third word after the word in which
the SLS pulse from the scanner has been sensed. The SLS consists of
816 bits of PN code generated from a 10-bit register so that the
last 10 bits of the SLS are 10 logical ones. (See paragraph 5.4.5,
PN Encoding.) The actual bit pattern is shown in Figure 9. The SLS
pre-empts all data; however, word sync is maintained from scan to
scan. The SLS words are not PN-encoded.
5.4.2 Major-Frame Format
Since each TM major frame contains the data relative to a single
mirror sweep, the frame is of variable length. The major-frame
length during normal operations will be 7436.5 +20.9 minor frames.
Major frames are partitioned into minor frames. The major-frame
formats are defined in Tables 6 and 7. (See Table 8 for the time-
code format and Figure 8 for the TM data format.)
5.4.3 Minor-Frame Format
Each scan is divided into minor frames of 102 words of 8 bits each.
The format for a single minor frame is shown in Figure 10. All
minor frames except the last one are composed of 816 bits. The last
minor frame of any major frame may contain any integral number of
8-bit words up to the full 102.
5.4.4 Minor-Frame Sync
The minor-frame sync is a 32 consecutive bit sync word. The first
bit of the first minor-frame sync occurs immediately following the
32
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Table 6
Thematic Mapper Major-Frame Format
Nominal
Number of
Minor Frames
Required
Starting
Minor Frame Data Type
1 0 Major-frame sync code
6 1 Time code
3153 +1,	 -0 7 Scene
2 ** Midscan code*
3158 +1,	 -0 3162 +1 Scene
3 +0,	 -1 6320.2 +0.3 End-scan code--START
6322.2 +0.3 End-scan code--END
2 6323 +0,	 -1 Line length
155 22 7280.2 +0.3 Postamble--START
7435.5 +20.9 Postamble--END
816-bit SLS and is repeated every 816 bits until the next SLS re-
initializes the sequence. The sync word is not PN-encoded and has
been selected to maximize the opportunity to correct for bit slip-
pages. The sync word can be interrupted by the SLS at the 8-bit
word boundaries. The selected bit pattern for the sync word can be
represented as the hexadecimal number 02 37 16 D1.
5.4.5 PN Encoding
All TM data except for: (1) major-frame sync, (2) minor-frame sync,
and (3) postamble data are PN-encoded. Encoding is accomplished by
inverting the four least significant bits (LSB's) of each 8-bit word
and exclusive ORing the resultant word with a pseudorandom noise
(PN) code. The PN code (Figure 9) is generated from a 10--bit seed
word (0011 1101 10) by exclusive ORing the 1st and 4th bits to cre-
ate the 11th bit, as shown below. The resultant 1024-bit repeating
code is truncated (reset to the seed word) each minor frame so that
**If co-m—m—&—na ON, otherwise replaced with scene data.
**Approximately at center of scan.
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Table 8
Thematic Mapper Time-Codes Format
A B C D E F
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 10 D(8) 10 D(4) 10 D(2) 10 D(1) 0
3 0 10 H(8) 10 H(4) 10 H(2) 10 H(1) 0
4 0 10 M(8) 10 M(4) 10 M(2) 10 M(1) 0
5 0 10 s(8) 10 s(4) 10 s(2) 10 s(1) 0
6 0 100 ms(8) 100 ms(4) 100 ms(2) 100 ms(1) 0
7 0 1 ms(8) 1 ms(4) 1 ms(4) 1 ms(1) 0
8 0 X1 X2 X3 X4 0
9 1 100 D(8) 100 D(4) 100 D(2) 100 D(1) 0
10 1 1 D(8) 1 D(4) 1 D(21 1 D(1) 0
11 1 1 H(8) 1 H(41 1 H(2) 1 H(1) 0
12 1 1 M(8) 1 M(4) 1 M	 (2) 1 M(1) 0
13 1 1 s(8) 1 s(4) 1 s(2) 1 s(1) 0
14 1 10 ms(8) 10 ms(4) 10 ms(2) 10 ms(1) 0
15 1 1/2 ms 1/4 ms 1/8 ms 1/16 ms 0
16 1 * * * * 0
Output Sequence: Al-A16,	 B1-B16,	 C1-C16,	 D1-D16, E1-E16,	 F1-F16
D - Day
	 *	 = Spares (set  to "l")
H - Hours
	 ( )	 = BCD weight
M - Minutes	 X(1
-4) - spacecraft ID as follows:
s - Seconds	 1110 = Landsat-D
ms - Milliseconds
	 1101 - Landsat-D'
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SYNC SY04C SYNC SYNC SAWN 6 PCD
S •1 82 51 93 S1 84 S1 0-5 11 S7 S3
S. S3 E2 S3 S3 S3 64 53 85 S3 E7 S3
S1 SS E2 S5 S3 S5 E4 S5 65 5.5 E7 S5
-D1 S7 S2 S7 63 S7 S; S7 S5 S7 87 S7
S". S9 8. cg R3 Sq 84 Sa S5 S3 67 S9
E1 1".. a3 S -:1 t 3 r1 ; 13.4	 S. •1 E5 511 57 S11
S1 c 1.3 S2 513 E3 S13 S4 a •13 85 S13 87 S13
S! S.5 82 S15 63 S15 S4 515 ?5 515 11? 515
S-116 52 E2 S2 83 S2 °4 S2 E5 2 87 S2
1 1• S3 S "T n c {
E
1' As 2 S r S •3 5
I3
S ; S •1D E2 S10 E3 S1 E4 S10 E5 S-410 87 510
E1 11 B^ ^, E3 S ^^ By	 5 -121 85 S12 S 7 51
el S -1 It 82 S 14 63 514 S4 S : 4 65 514 B? 514
sAi .:• 82 516 F3 516 E4 S16 S5 S16 E7 516
.3
S = SAND NUMBER S = SENSOR N IMSER
Figure 10. TM Minor-Frame Format
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frame are "1's."
of each minor frame
bit used in encoding
generator shown.
r major-frame sync
the last 10 bits of the code used in each minor
Note that, since the first four words (32 bits)
are minor-frame sync and not encoded, the first
is the 33rd bit of the sequsnce produced by the
The generator also produces the PN code used fo
and the inverted PN code used as postamble.
1rt BIT (MSB)
The PN code generator shown above is reset to a fixed value (00 1111
0110) for the start of scan line and for the start of each minor
frame thereafter. This starting code, along with all other codes
produced by the PN code generator, are shown in Figure 9. Note that
the first 32 bits of each minor frame are not PN-encoded. (See
Figure 10.) PN encoding is performed only on bits 33 through 816 of
each minor frame. The PN code bits (Figure 9) are exclusive ORed
with corresponding video data word bits (the last 4 bits of each
video word are inverted before the exclusive OR process is perform-
ed). The PN-encoded data are transmitted to ground, most signifi-
cant bit (MSB) first. The PN inverse code consists of four words of
minor-frame sync, band 6 sensor word, and PCD word followed by 768
bits of inverted PN code (PN bits 49 to 816 inverted) repeated
38
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continuously for approximately 1 millisecond. Refer to Table 8 for
the timing of PN encoding.
5.4.6 Band 6 Sensor Word
The outputs of the four thermal-band detectors of band 6 appear in
sequential minor frames as the first 8 bits immediately following
the minor-frame sync. The signal from detector 1 of band 6 occurs
in the first minor frame after SLS and every fourth minor frame
thereafter. The output sequence is detector 1, detector 3, detector
2, then detector 4. Band 6 sensor words are PN-encoded.
5.4.7 Payload Correction Data
The PCD contain only data required by ground stations for correcting
TM sensor data. The data sources, data, and timing associated with
their collection, formatting, and transmission to ground stations
are provided in this section for the TM payload data stream. The
PCD are transmitted to ground stations by a 32-kbps digital signal
modulated on the S-band carrier and within the TM payload data
stream, carrying the following types of data:
• Angular Displacement Sensor (from the Angular Displacement
Sensor Assembly-ADSA)
• ADS Temperature (from ADSA)
• Gyro Data ( from OBC)
• Gyro Drift Data (from OBC)
• Attitude Estimate (from OBC)
• Ephemeris (from OBC)
• TM Housekeeping Data (from OBC)
• Spare Housekeeping Data (from OBC)
• SIC Time Code (from the Power Distribution Unit-PDU)
• MUX Status (generated in the MUX)
• AID Ground Reference (from ADSA)
• Sync (generated in the MUX)
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• Major Frame Identification - MFID (generated in the MUX)
• Telemetry Frame Correlation (generated in the MUX)
The PCD contain information from many sources, including a 2- to
125-Hz bandwidth jitter measuring sensor. The jitter information is
derived from a three-axis
 angular displacement sensor (ADS) that is
mounted on or near the TM instrument. Plans include an initial
calibration of this sensor based on prelaunch test results. The ADS
output will be quantized to a 12-bit digital output including sign
per axis. The PCD are formatted, subsequently multiplexed onto a
32-kbps digital S-band data link, and inserted in the TM payload
data stream.
The sixth word in each TM minor frame contains either 8 bits of PCD
or, in every sixteenth minor-frame, a minor-frame counter number.
The minor-frame count commences with a count of "zero" at minor-
frame 16 (the 16th minor frame of video after SLS) and is increment-
ed by one and inserted every 16 minor frames thereafter. The PCD
"word" is either SYNC, FILLER, or DATA. (See paragraph 5.4.7.1.)
The words are output in the order FILLER, SYNC, DATA, DATA, DATA,
FILLER, FILLER, FILLER.... SYNC words are hexidecimal 16's
(00010110) and FILLER words are hexidecimal 32's (00110010). DATA
words are repeated twice (three words total) and represent eight
unioue bits of PCD. Approximately 22-filler words :ire required
between each data aet. PCD and minor-frame counter words are PN-
encoded, and the left-most bit of MSB is output first. PCD word
sync will be rep =dted in the unpacked PCD format every 26 +1 words.
5.4.7.1 Packed and Unpacked PCD Formats--The PCD, which are asyn-
chronous with TM data, are generated at 4 Kbytes/sec. The TM re-
quests a PCD word every minor frame cr at a rate of 97,545 Hz. As
a result, the PCD transmitted in word 6 of the wideband TM payload
uata stream are in an unpacked format. Filler words are used to
rate buffer the PCD 4 Kbytes/sec generation rate up to the 97,545 Hz
TM PCD word request rate. The number of filler words required to
40
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accomplish thin rate buffering will vary. The user will be required
to synchronize on the unpacked format data stream, extract the data
words, perform a majority vcte on the validity of the three identi-
cal data words to select one of the three words, and pack the selec-
ted data words into a buffer. The unpacked PCD format (TM minor-
frame word 6) must be reformatted to match the packed PCD format by
the user before the data can be extracted. (See Figures 11 and 12
for the PCD major- and minor-frame formats.)
WORDS IM MIMM r11A.M11
^	
_-"	 _^^r t17
411011 , PAMI
1i
ORIti1NAOR QupE^Y
OF
n
SYNC 0,1 ,2
AD6	 10 3,4
ADS	 2 6A
ADS	 3 7A
9
10
ADS	 1 11,12
ADS	 2 13,14
ADS	 3 16,16
GYRO (FIG 16) 17
1•
ADS	 1 t9.20
ADS	 2 21,22
ADS	 3 23,24
29.26 Ws
ADS	 1 27,26
ADS	 2 29.3
A03
	 3 31,32 }
GYRO (FIG 15) 33
34 p
iADS	 1 36,36
ADS	 2 37,38
ADS	 3 39,40
41,42
ADS	 1 43.N
ADS
	
2 16,46
ADS	 3 47,46
GYRO IFIG 15) 49
50
ADS	 1 51,52
ADS	 2 53.54
ADS	 3 55.56
57,59
ADS	 1 59.60
ADS	 2 61,62
AC4_	 3 63.64
WIG a
ADS	 1 66A7
Ant	 2 66A9
ADS	 3 70,71
SU6 COMM IF 1 G 13) 72
73
ADS	 1 74,75
ADS	 2 78,77
ADS	 3 78,79
80
GYRO (FIG 16) St
ADS	 1 82,83
ADS	 2 84,86
ADS	 3 86,87
m69-
ADS	 1 90.91
a
ADS	 2 92.93
3ADS	 i 96.96
96
g
GYRO (FIG 16) 97
ADS	 1 98,98
ADS	 2 100,101
ADS	 3 102,103
104.105
ADS	 1 108.107
ADS	 2 108.109
ADS	 3 110.111
112
GYRO 1FIG 15) 113
ADS1 114.115
AOS	 2 116.117
ADS	 3 115 119
120.121
ADS	 1 122.123
ADS	 7 124.125
ADS	 3 1	 126.127
1	 '
* 1 = roll (x), 2 = pitch (y) and 3 = yaw (z)
Figure 12, PCD Minor-Frame Format
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Figure 13. Subcommutation Data (Word 72)
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cont«w of
word 66
14 Minor
Frnnn
W	 LN
x To 0 0	 0 0	 0 TI
63rd Minor
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I	 I
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127thMinor	 X	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1Franw
(END-0F-MAJOR
FRAME n)
Figure 14. Frame-Counter Identification Bit Pattern
5.4.7.2 Data and Timing
a. ADS--Each axis of the ADS will be sampled every 2 milli-
seconds (eight words). The sample will be converted to a
12-bit integer word (including sign) and inserted in two
consecutive words of the format, with the four MSB's of the
first word set to zero. The data will be sampled during the
odd-numbered word time preceding the first of the two data
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words. For example, ADS axis 1 will be sampled during the
following word times of each minor frame of PCD:
1 33 65 97
9 41 73 105
17 49 81 113
25 57 89 121
The three-axis ADS sensor output units are in microradians.
The full-scale output of the three ADS outputs are calibrated
to be 250 microradians for the roll, pitch, and yaw axes.
The relative alignment between the ADS and the spacecraft is
XADS XS/C where YADS and ZADS are rotated CCW nominally 20°
about x. The LSB weight is 250/2 11 . The accuracy of ADS
data (analog-to-digital converter resolution) is 0.025 arc-
seconds. No attempt to calibrate the ADS post launch is
planned. Predicted jitter levels indicate the need for all
ADS data. If this anz'ysis proves to be too conservative,
less use of ADS data may bt possible in routine processing.
NASA has designed i'.a processing to use all ADS data.
b. ADS Temperature --Up to four ADS-related temperatures will be
sampled once a PCD major frame (4.096 sec). Each sample will
be converted into two 8-bit words with the first 4 bits of
the first word set to zero. As before, the data will be
sampled in the word time preceding the first data word. That
is:
Minor Data Sample
Frame Word Time (word)
Temperature 1 108-109 72 71 (108)
Temperature 2 110-111 72 71 (110)
Temperature 3 112-113 72 71 (112)
Temperature 4 114-115 72 71 (114)
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ADS temperature is in degrees centigrade with an LSB weight
of 0.1758 C.
Temperature compensation of ADS and DRIRU data does not
appear to be necessary and is not planned at this time.
C. Gyro Data--Each axis of both dry rotor inertial reference
units (DRIRU's) is pampled by the OBC every 64 milliseconds.
The data will consist of a 24-bit word for each axis (a total
of 72 bits). The data, timing of the data sampling, trans-
fer, and readout in the PCD format are shown in Figure 15 and
Figure 16. Each 1-millisecond data sampling period is initi-
ated by that 16-milliseconds interrupt to the OBC which
occurs 36 milliseconds after the start of an even-numbered
PCD minor frame (i.e., 4 milliseconds after the start of each
odd-numbered PCD minor frame). Since the start of every
fourth PCD minor frame numbered "0" is coincident with the
start of the telemetry major frame and time is contained in
that PCD major frame (Figures 12 and 13), the time of the
start of each gyro data sampling period can be fixed.
Minor
Pnrru
Word in Minor Frame
t7 33 49 St 97 113
0 tl t: 2,
.
.__
3
 _ ^ _t' ^
—2t 23
tt
3,
t:
31
21
33
I
I
I
^
I
^
t I I
® • No Data
1	 X Axis
2^ Y Axis 1	 Three to eight bit bvtes are required per axis: the MSB is output first
3n - Z Axis
Figure 15. Gyro Data
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Gyro output units are arc-seconds of angle to an accuracy of
0.05 arc-seconds (analog-to-digital converter resolution).
Each of the gyro three-axis outputs are 23 bits plus sign 2's
complement binary. The gyro LSB in the standard operating
mode (low rate mode) is 0.05 arc seconds. The relationship
between the sampling period, transfer, and readout is also
fixed. (See Figure 16.) That is, with reference to Figure
12, the data present in:
Word	 Minor Frame	 Axis
81 and 97	 2 1	 X
17	 3 )?
113	 2	 Y
33 and 49	 3
81, 97 and 113	 3	 Z
were sampled by the OBC in the period starting at word 16 of
minor frame 1. The data are output in the next PCD minor
frame.
d. Gyro Drift Data--The drift calculation is performed by the
OBC approximately once a minute. Gyro drift parameters are
updated asynchronously based on star sightings. The data
consist of 31 bits and sign for three axes (THETBX, THETBY,
THETBZ). The data will be transferred to the formatter
during the fourth transfer period (Figure 17), between the
attitude data and the telemetry spares data.
In the normal operating mode, the OBC computed attitude,
filtered to 1/2 Hz bandwidth, is output to provide a low
frequency reference attitude. The 4.096-3econd sample
frequency does not support reconstruction of this signal
unless the frequency content turns out to be much lower than
the filter allows. Gyro data are provided every 64 ms to
t
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Figure 17. Subcommutation Data Timing
contain 0-2 Hz frequency data and the ADS da*3, provided
every 2 ms, contain frequencies up to 125 Hz. Since these
sensors have different frequency responses, the lata must be
appropriately compensated to be combined.
Gyro drift is calculated on board and must be subtracted from
the gyro data as a correction to calculate spacecraft atti-
tude. The units of gyro drift rate are radians/512 ms. Gyro
drift output data (in units of radians/512 ms) are calibrated
at an LSB weight of 9.6 x 10-5.
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The format and frame position of the gyro drift binary scaled
integer data is as follows:
MSB
2-17
ZXXxx
	THETA BX	 16
	
MINOR THETA BY	 20
FRAME
	
THETA BZ	 24
LSB
2-47 (SCALE 16)
XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX X
17	 18	 19
21 22 23
25 26
The data will appear in word 72 of minor frames 16 through 27
of the PCD major frame that starts at the telemetry major-
frame pulse. (See Figure 13.) Since the data will be sam-
pled every 16.384 seconds, it will repeat four times between
each calculation.
e. Attitude--The OBC calculates a flight segment attitude esti-
mate every 512 milliseconds. The OBC will output one of
eight sets of data in telemetry, starting with the one calcu-
lated 52 milliseconds after the telemetry major-frame pulse
and every 4.096 seconds thereafter (once a PCD major frame).
Attitude is Euler parameters (i.e., EPA1, EPA2, EPA3, EPA4--
Table 17) that specify vehicle attitude relative to Earth-
centered inertial frame (nondimensional). EPA1,2,3,4 are
components of the references quaternion (as propagated from
gyro data) which defines spacecraft attitude. Components 1
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through 3 define the Eigen axis of rotation in ECI coordi-
nates, and component 4 defines rotation about that axis, as
follows:
EPAl
 Ax sin (2)	 A = Eigen axis of rotation
EPA2 Ay sin (^)
EPA
	 A sin -^ ^d - magn i tude of rotation3	 z	 ^2^	 9 1
EPA4 = cos ( 2 )
Euler double precision words (36 bits) are compressed and
Scaled to 32 bit, 2's complement binary form as follows:
32 BITS
MSB	 LSB
2 0	 2-30 (SCALE 1)
BIT ORDER SXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX
BYTE ORDER
	 0	 1	 2	 3
The four compressed Euler Parameters (EP) are output in word
72 of minor frames 0 through 15 of each PCD major frame.
(See Figure 13.) The output sequence of EPA1 through EPA4 is
as follows:
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Content
PCD Minor
Frame Numbers
EPA1 0 1 2 3
EPA2 4 5 6 7
EPA3 8 9 10 11
EPA4 12 13 14 15
BYTE ORDER 1 2 3 4
The time associated with attitude data contained within the
PCD can be derived from the time code contained in words 96
through 102 of PCD major frame 1. The derivation is as
follows:
PCD Major-
Frame Number
	
Time Computation
1	 time code - 4.096 seconds + 36 milliseconds
2	 time code + 36 milliseconds
3	 time code + 4.096 seconds + 36 milliseconds
4	 time code + 8.192 seconds + 36 milliseconds
Euler parameter data provide information that are redundant
to the gyro data described in c above. Attitude accuracy is
expected to be 0.25 arc-seconds or 3 percent, whichever is
greater, after filtering/smoothing. Full scale (zero-, to-
peak) jitter may be up to 36 arc seconds (1 sigma).
The OBC calculates an attitude estimate (Euler parameters)
every 512 ms and places 1 out of 8 of these in PCD starting
with the one calculated 52 ms after the telemetry major frame
pulse. This attitude estimate is based on the sampling of
gyro data that occurred 36 ms following the major frame
pulse. Ephemeris is calculated for the same epoch as
attitude, but )nly 1 out of 16 sets is placed in PCD.
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Ephemeris--This calculation is made by the OBC whan the
attitude calculation is made. In this case, only 1 of
data sets will be output in the PCD (i.e., every other PCD
major frame - 8.192 seconds).
Ephemeris consists of spacecraft positior. components (EOGBFtF,
Table 23) X, Y, and Z in meters and spacecraft velocity com-
ponents (EOGBVF, Table 23) X, Y, and Z in meters per milli-
second. Ephemeris is output as 32-bit binary words defining
X,Y,Z,X,Y,Z in Earth-centered inertial true-of-date (ECITOD)
coordinates. In the ECITOD coordinate system, thc: Z-axis is
,ong a line from the center of the Earth coincides
true Earth spin axis, positiv-s nov-.h. The X-axis; ys along a
line from the center of the Earth toward the intersection of
the true Equator and true ecliptic of date. The Y-axis com-
pletes the right-handed set. (The ECITOD system varies slow-
ly with respect to a truly inertial system due to precession
and nutation of the Earth's axis and precession of the plane
of the ecliptic. These variations occur slowly enough that
the ECITOD system can be considered to be inertial over a
span of a few days for attitude control purposes.)
The ephemeris data are 36-bit double precision words that
have been compressed to 32-bit, 2's complement form by drop-
ping the second sign bit and the three LSB's. The scale
factor is 23 for position and 3 for velocity. The format of
these data is as follows:
Pisition Components
B
	
WORD 72	 222
S
	
X	 16
SCALE - 23
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Velocity Components
MSB	 LSB
	
WORD 72
	 2 2	 2-28
S"VXXXXX XXXXXXXX XX
	
XXXXX XX	 SCALE 3
	X	 28	 29	 30	 31
	
Y	 32	 33	 34	 35	 MINOR
FRAME
	
Z	 36	 37	 38	 39
The data will appear in word 72 of minor frames 16 through 39
of every other PCD major frame. (See Figure 13.) These
major frames will carry the "1" and "3" identifier in place
of time code.
The time associated with ephemeris data contained within the
PCD can be 9erived from the time code contained in words 96
through 102 of PCD major frame 1. The derivation is as
follows:
01
PCD Major-
Frame Number
1	 time
2	 time
3	 time
4	 tame
Time Coi
code - 4.096
code + 36 mi
code + 4.096
code + 8.192
nputation
seconds + 36 milliseconds
Lliseconds
seconds + 36 milliseconds
seconds + 36 milliseconds
g. Fifty-six bits of spacecraft time code (seven 8-bit words)
are inserted in the PCD stream. This code represents the
st;._t time for PCD major frame 0. The 56 bits of spacecraft
time code are subcommutated into word 72 of minor frames 96
through 102 of the first PCD major frame following the teleir.-
etry major-frame pulse. (See Figure 13.) The output se-
quence for the 56 time-code bits is contained in Table 9.
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Table 9
Time Code Format in Payload Correction Data
(word 72 of minor frames 96 through 102 of PCD major frame 0)
Minor-Frame Number
Words 72
Bits 0-7
Content of Word 72
(PCD major-frame 0)
96 0-3 Spacecraft ID
4-7 Hundreds of days
97 0-3 Tens of days
4-7 Units of days
98 0-3 Tens of hours
4-7 Units of hours
99 0-3 Tens of minutes
4-7 Units of minutes
100 0-3 Tens of seconds
4-7 Units of seconds
101 0-3 Hundreds of milliseconds
4-7 Tens of milliseconds
102 0-3 Units of milliseconds
4-7 Fractions of milliseconds
(LSB=1/16 millisecond)
Notes: Bits 0-7 = Two BCD words in format (MSB-LSB), (MSB-LSB).
Spacecraft ID are encoded as follows:
1110 = Landsat-D
1101 = Landsat-D'
The data consist of the 56 bits (i.e., 4 bits of spacecraft
ID, 52 time-code bits) that determine the time when the
telemetry major-frame pulse occurred. The data will appear
in word 72 of minor frame 96 through 102 of the first PCD
major frame after the telemetry major-frame pulse (Figure
13.)
h. PCD Minor-Frame Sync--The same sync pattern used for the
telemetry data will appear in words 0 through 2 of each PCD
minor frame.
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i. Minor-Frame Identification (MFID)--A 0 to 127 count of minor
frames will appear in word 65 of each PCD minor frame.
j. Major Telemetry Frame Identification- -Word 72 of minor frames
96 through 103 of the second, third, and fourth PCD major
frames of a four-frame set (Figure 13) will contain a unique
identifier ( 1, 2, or 3).
k. TM Housekeeping Telemetry- -A total of 248 bits of TM house-
keeping telemetry data may be stripped out of the telemetry
format by the OBC and sent to the formatter. The data will
'	 be collected at the fifth 16-milliseconds interrupt after the
start of a telemetry major frame and transferred to the
'	 formatter following the attitude data in transfer period 2.
(See Figure 17.)
The data will appear in word 72 of minor frames 16 through 46
of the third PCD major frame after the telemetry major-frame
pulse. (See Figure 13.) This major frame will carry the
identifier "2" in place of time code. The data will be from
the previous telemetry major frame. The TM telemetry will
consist of the following:
Word 72 of
Minor-Frame Number 	 Description
16	 Blackbody temperature, °C
17	 Silicon focal-plane assembly (FPA),°C
18	 Calibration shutter flag temperature, °C
19	 NASA use
20	 Baffle temperature, °C
21	 Cold focal-plane assembly monitor temperature,°K
22	 NASA use
23	 NASA use
24	 Scan-line corrector temperature, °C
25	 Calibration shutter hub temperature, °C
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Word 72 of
Minor-Frame Number	 Descri `tion
26	 NASA use
27	 NASA use
28	 Relay optics temperature, 'C
29	 NASA use
39	 NASA use
40	 Primary mirror temperature, 'C
41	 NASA use
42	 Secondary mirror temperature, 'C
43	 NASA use
44	 NASA use
45	 NASA Use
46	 NASA Use
The words in minor-frame numbers 17 and 18 are used for two sensors
with different calibration. The shutter surface (flag) temperature
is used for Band 6 calibrations, and the hub temperature is
currently undetermined.
Each telemetry function can be converted from counts (C) to
engineering units (EU) by using the following equation:
EU = A0 + A 1 C + A 2 
C 2 + A3 C 3 + A4C4 + A5C5
The units and coefficients for each telemetry point follow.
Blackbody temperature: degrees centigrade
A0 - 12.44	 Al = 0.1326	 A2 = -0.1604 X 10-4
A3 = 0.1416 X 10 -5 A4 = -0.6519 X 10-8 A5 - 0.1812 X 10-10
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Silicon FPA temperature: degrees centigrade
A0
 - 8.992	 Al - 0.1011	 A2 = -0.1595 x 10 -4
A 3 = 0.3605 x 10-6 A4 = 0.0	 A5 = 0.0
Calibration shutter temperature: degrees centigrade
A0 = 35.37	 Al = -0.1670	 A2 = 0.1404 x 10-3
A 3 = -0.3630 x 1G -6 A4 = 0.0	 A5 = 0.0
Backup shutter temperature: degrees centigrade
A0 = 35.37 Al = -0.1670 A2 = 0.1404 x 10-3
A 3 = -0.3630 x 10 -6 A4 = 0.0 A5 = 0.0
Baffle temperature: degrees centigrade
A	 = -4.040 A = -0.3913 A = -0.7061 x 10 -2
A 3 = 0.6710 x 10-4	 A4 = -0.2671 x 10 -6 A5 = 0.3701 x 10-9
Cold stage FPA temperature:	 degrees kelvin
A0
 = 110.0 Al = -0.1000 A2 = 0.0
A 3 = 0.0 A4 = 0.0 A5 = 0.0
Scan-line corrector: degrees centigrade
A0 = 120.6
	 Al = -1.899	 A2 = 0.01918
A 3 = -0.1191 x 10 	 = 0.3789 x 10 -6	AS = -0.4907 x 10-g
Calibration shutter temperature: degrees centigrade
A0
 = 120.6	 Al = -1.899	 A2 = 0.01918
A 3 = -0.1191 x 10 	 = 0.3789 x 10 -2
	A5 = 0.4907 x 10-9
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Relay optics temperature: degrees centigrade
A = -121.23	 A = -1.9147	 A - 0.014275
A3
 - 0.11865 x 10-3 A4 = 0.37343 x 10
-6 
A5 = -0.47899 x 10-9
Primary mirror temperature: degrees centigrade
A = -121.23
	
A = -1.9147	 A = 0.014275
A3 = 0.11865 x 10-3 A4 = 0.37343 x 10
-6
 A5 = -0.47899 x 10-9
Secondary mirror temperature: degrees centigrade
A = -121.23	 A - -1.9147	 A = 0.014275
A3
 = 0.11865 x 10
-3
 A4 = 0.37343 x 10
-6
 A5 = -0.47899 x 10-9
Note: Telemetry conversions can change and are instrument
unique.
1. Spare Telemetry--Up to 176 bits of telemetry data may be
stripped out and output in telemetry in the same manner as
the TM housekeeping data except the fourth transfer period
will be used. (See Figure 17.)
The data will appear in word 72 of minor frames 28 through 49
of the first PCD major frame after the telemetry major-frame
pulse. (See Figure 13.) This major frame carries the space-
craft time code.
The data will be from the telemetry major frame that started
32.768 seconds before the time given in the PCD major frame.
At present, four 8-bit words have been defined as shown in
Table 9a.
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Table 9a
pare Telemetry it. PCD Subcom (Word 72)
Minor Frame Function
28 Ephemeris Source Identification 00)16 = GPS
(01) 16 Uplink
29 Roll Gyro Identification (00) Gyro 116
(01) 16 = Gyro 2
30 Pitch Gyro Identification (00) 16 Gyro 1 See
(01) 16 = Gyro 2 Below
31 Yaw Gyro Identification (00)16 = Gyro 1
(01) 16 = Gyro 2
IRU Channel
Gyro 1	 Gyro 2
Roll B A
Pitch B C
Yaw A C
M. MUX Status- -A "Frame Error Bit" is transmitted as the MSB of
word 72 of minor frame 116 of each PCD major frame (see
Figure 15a). A digital zero indicates that the expected
telemetry major frame pulse either did not occur or did not
line up with the start of the first PCD major frame.
n. A/D Ground Reference--The output of the Angular Displacement
Sensor Assembly (ADSA) A/D Converter for a grounded input is
transmitted in word 72 of minor frame 116 and 117 of each PCD
major frame (Figure 13a).
5.4.8 High-Resolution Data
The high-resolution sensor data usually follows the PCD word and
completes the minor frame. The format is always 96 8-bit words
unless pre-empted by the next SLS. During the first six minor
frames following the SLS, these data slots are taken up with time-
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code information. All time, picture, and calibration data words are
PN-encoded.
5.4.9 Time Code
The time-code information contained in the first six minor frames
after SLS represents the time of the scan-line start. Time-code
minor frames contain 102 8-bit words. The first four words are
dedicated to minor-frame sync. The minor-frame sync word is:
MSB (output first)
0000 0010 0011 0111 0001 0110 1101 0001
LSB
Time is binary-coded decimal (BCD) days and Greenwich mean time
(GMT) horL- , minutes, seconds, milliseconds, and 1/16 millisecond.
A 4-bit spacecraft identifier is included within the time code.
Table 8 1nows the output format of the first six-minor frames of
each major frame (i.e., set of 16 scan lines).
5.4.10 Midscan Code Format
If enabled by command, a midscan code will replace portions of the
data in the last 96 words of a scene data minor frame. The midscan
code consists of 48 words of white (level 255) data followed by 48
words of black (level 0) data. The midscan code will start within
two to nine words of the second scan-angle monitor pulse following
scan-line start, which will occur approximately in minor frame 3160.
The midscan code can interrupt scene data at word boundaries and
need not be coherent with a minor frame. In most cases, the midscan
code will occupy portions of two minor frames. The midscan code
does not replace minor-frame sync, band 6, and PCD words. Midscan
code data are PN-encoded, have the four LSB's inverted, and are
output MSB first. NASA plans to use the midscan code to develop
E
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and/or validate the mirror velocity profile and mirror scan repeat-
ability. NASA intends to use this mode infrequently on a noninter-
ference basis with foreign acquisition requirements. Upon special
request, foreign ground stations could receive MSS or TM imagery
with mid-scan code enabled. For TM, this is unnecessary because
first half scan time error and second half scan time error is
included in the line length code described in Section 5.4.13. This
line length code is part of the X-band data.
5.4.11 End of Scan
When the end-of-scan pulse occurs, approximately 6320 minor frames
into the major frame, the TM will generate 48 wcrds of dark (level
0), followed by 48 words of bright (level 255), 48 words of dark,
and 48 words of bright in sequence. These words will replace the
high-resolution data in the current minor frames but not the minor-
frame sync, band-6 sensor, or PCD. The first bit of end-scan code
occurs within two to nine word times of the TM mirror scan-angle
monitor pulse. The end-scan code is not coherent with the minor
frame, but does start on an 8-bit word boundary. It replaces scene
data as required, but does not replace minor-frame sync, band 6, and
PCD or frame-counter words. The 192 words of end-scan code will
usually occupy portions of three minor frames. End-scan code data
are PN-encoded, four LSB's inverted, and output MSB first.
Insertion of this end-of-scan code will allow determination of end
of scan by the ground systems. The end-of-scan pattern is followed
by line length and scan direction information in the first two com-
plete minor frames following the end of scan black-and-white bars.
This scan-line length and direction refers to the scan before the
one in which they are included (e.g., the line length and scan
direction data appended to scan n+l describes scan n), After this,
the normal video data are output for about 10 milliseconds while the
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calibration and zero restore shutter is scanned. The format of
calibration data and DC restore data in a minor frame is the same as
that of the scene data. All words in the format, except for minor-
frame sync, scan-line start, and not pseudonoise JR), will have the
last four bits inverted and will then be PN-encoded. The last
millisecond of each scan will have the high-resolution video words
replaced by the complement of the PN code (ON) and may be used to
measure data-line bit-error rates (BER). (See Table 7 for a list of
the timing and minor-frame word counts for end of scan.)
5.4.12 Line-Length Data
The TM high-rate data stream contains a line-length code that indi-
cates the time from line start to midscan, the time from midscan to
line stop, and scan direction.
5.4.13 Line-Length Code
The scan mirror assembly transmits a 32-bit serial data word to the
multiplexer at the end of each scan (Figure 18). As indicated, eac-a
bit of the 32-bit line-length code is repeated 47 times and encoded
in six consecutive 8-bit bytes (48 bits total). In the scan angle
monitor mode, the data are as follows:
FIRST BIT TRANSMITTED
F
SHSERR —^	 FHSERR	 DIRECTION
MSB	 we
0 1 2 1 3 ^[1 11 1 10 11	 12 13 14 15
	 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
^	 T	 ^	 L	 1
MAGNITUDE	 MAGNITUDE	 00000000 - REVERSE
11111111 - FORWARD
SIGN: PLUS - 0, MINUS - 1	 SIGN: PLUS - 0, MINUS - 1
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The units of magnitude are clock pulses where the clock rate is 1/16
the TM 84.903 bit rate. Minus magnitudes are given in 2's comple-
ment notation.
SHSERR - time error in clock counts from the nominal midscan to
line stop count of 161,165
FHSERR - time error in clock counts from the nominal line start
to midscan count of 161,164
For example, a typical engineering model sample is:
000000100100	 1111111011101	 00000000
Decimal - 36
	 Decimal - -35
	 Reverse
SHSERR - (36) (1/(84.903/16)) - 6.78 microseconds
FHSERR - (-35) (1/(84.903/16)) - -6.60 microseconds
Active scan time - ((161,165 + 161,164) + (SHSERR + FHSERR))
x (1 (84.903
	
16) - 60,743 microseconds
5.4.14 Postamble Data
Postamble dr^6a commence at the 960th minor frame following end-scan
code. Postamble will continue for approximately 1 millisecond,
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until it is interrupted by major-frame sync. Major-frame sync will
interrupt only at word boundaries. Postamble minor frames contain
the standard minor-frame sync (4), band-6 data, and PCD words. The
remaining words of each minor frame shall contain the inverse of the
PN-code shown in Figure 9. The inverse PN-code data are not en-
coded. The PN data start with the 49th bit of the pattern and are
reset at each minor frame. (Refer to Table 6 for a list of timing
and minor-frame word counts for postamble.)
5.4.15 Shutter Obscuration Period
After transmission of the line length and the scan direction data,
sensor data will be output until the sinusoidally oscillating shut-
ter obscures the optical path to the detectors. During this period,
the internal calibration and do restoration data are transmitted as
described in paragraph 5.3. Table 7 provides approximate start-and
end-time periods when calibration and do restoration occur for both
the forward and reverse scans. Refer to Table 7 for minor-frame
shutter obscuration timing.
5.5 TM DATA PROCESSING CONSTANTS
The values of certain spacecraft and sensor constants required in
ground processing are provided in Appendix C.
6. TELEMETRY FORMAT
For Landsat -D, there will be two fixed telemetry formats, one engi-
neering format, and one mission format. Both formats can operate at
1 kbps or 8 kbps. The mission format will be transmitted to ground
stations at 8 kbps. A minor telemetry frame consists of 1024 bits
that represent 128 8-bit words. Sixteen of the 128 words are in a
fixed position and are located symmetrically in the format as four
groups of four words each. A major frame consists of 128 minor
frames.
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6.1 REAL-TIME TELEMETRY AND PAYLOAD CORRECTION DATA FORMATS FOR
GSTDN BACKUP STATIONS AND FOREIGN GROUND STATIONS
The real-time spacecraft telemetry (i.e., housekeeping and OBC
data reports) and the PCD are downlinked by the S-band trans-
ponder. The foreign ground stations can use either the real-
time spacecraft telemetry or the PCD only, or they may ust: both.
The data control and rormats of these two data types are d4!-
scribed in Section 7 and Section 5.4.7, respectively. (Refer to
paragraph 9.4 for the S-band omni downlink characteristics.)
6.2 BIT RATE
The output bit rates for direct telemetry data transmission to
Ground Spaceflight Tracking Data Network (GSTDN) and foreign ground
stations ara shown in Table 10.
Table 10
Telemetry Bit Rates
Telemetry Type Bit Rate (kbps) Receiving Site
Real-time spacecraft 8 GSTDN or foreign
telemetry stations
Payload correction data 32 GSTDN or foreign
stations
6.3 MODULATION TECHNIQUE
The real-time spacraft telemetry is biphase-M phase-shift keyed,
pulse-modulated (BI0-M/PSK/PM) on a 1.024-MHz :ubcarrier by the omni
antenna. Twenty percent of the power is in the residual carrier.
The PCD is BIO-M/PM directly on the base band. The biphase-M and
NRZ data formats are described and shown in Table 11.
F
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Table 11
Data Bit Stream Formats
Data Format ...11l^gdl... Description
NRZ-L I NRZ level (or NRZ change):
11111
"ONE" is represented by one111j1 level.	 "ZERO" is repre-
sented by the other level.
NRZ-M I^ -f'rL NRZ-mark (differential en-
1 1'^ i coding):	 "ONE" is repre-
sented by a change in
level.	 "ZERO" is represen-
ted by no change in level.
B10-M Biphase, a transition
VI I I occurs at the beginning of
IVI I I every ti«z (T) period.
1 1 1 1 1 "ONE" is	 : epresented by a
1 I second transition one-half
1 111 time period later.	 "ZERO"
:!111 is represented by no seconds
11111 transition.
6.4 WORD LENGTH
The ward length is 8 bits assembled into analog, passive analog,
bilevel (discrete), or serial digital.
6.5 FORMA^S
Three formats are supported by Landsat-D: Format I (engineering),
Format II (mission), and Format II_I (OBC dump). The mission format
is to be used by GSTDN and foreign stations in the normal on-orbit
payload activity. The engineering format is to be used by NASA when
the spacecraft is deploys=a in an orbit-adjust or safe-hold activity,
and the OPC dump is to be use3 by NASA to maintain and verify OBC
software.
I
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7. MISSION FORMAT TELEMETRY
This section describes the Landsat-D Mission telemetry data to be
provided to the foreign ground stations.
7.1 TELEMETRY FRAME FORMAT
Table 12 presents the minor-frame word (column) allocations for the
mission format. Each minor-frame word is sampled every 128 milli-
seconds at 8 kbps. Ten minor-frame words (i.e., columns 0, 1, 2, 3,
34, 35, 64, 65, 66, and 67) are reserved for specific spacecraft
data and are designated as fixed words. Six words (i.e., 32, 33,
96, 97, 98, and 99) have been allocated for subcommutated data so
that data are sampled at least once every major frame. Twenty-five
additional words in each minor frame (i.e., columns 91 to 95 and 108
to 127) have been reserved for OBC reports.
7.2 TELEMETRY FORMAT
7.2.1 Major Frame
The major-frame telemetry format is a 128- by 128-column matrix. A
minor frame (row) contains 128 8-bit words (columns) and is shown in
Table 12. A :major frame consists of 128 minor frames. The format
starts in row 0, column 0 and proceeds sequentially through the
matrix until the final word in row 127, column 127 is transmitted,
thus completing a major frame. The MSB is transmitted first in a
minor-frame word. The major-frame duration is 16.384 seconds at 8
kbps.
7.2.2 Minor Frame
Each minor frame contains 128 words. The first three words are used
for the minor-frame synchronization. The minor-frame counter is
located in word location 65. These data words are located in fixed
word location: as shown in Table 13. At the 8-bps rate, a word
period is 1 millisecond.
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Table 13
Mission Format Fixed-Column Assignments
Word
Number
Bit
Number Function
0-2 Sync word (FAF320 in hexadecimal)
3 0,	 1,	 2 Bit rate
3,	 4 Format ID
f	 6 Real-time/computer dump data
32 i Subcom 01
33
f
Subcom 02
35 Computer data wcrd (report identi-
fier)
65 I Frame counter	 I
91-95 I Subcom OBC reports, data words 1-5
96 ! Subcom 03
97 Subcom 04
98 Subcom 05
99 Subcom 06
108-127 i Subcom OBC reports, data words
6-25
7.2.3 Telemetry Control Words
7.2.3.1 Synchronization--The first three words in each minor frame
are used for -minor-frame synchronization. These 24 sync bits are
described as follows:
WOF,D 0
MSB
WORD 1 WORD 2
LSB
11111010 11110011 00100000
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Since the telemetry bit stream is transmitted MSB first, this sync
pattern is received as shown. In hexadecimal, the sync pattern is
FAF32016'
7.2.3.2 Frame Counter--Word 65 of the minor frame is the frame
counter. AT the end of each minor frame, the counter is incremented
by one, and the new value (n+l) is placed in word 65 in the subse-
quent minor-frame counter location. This process is continued until
a maximum count of 255 is reached and the process is repeated. Only
the seven LSB's are needed to determine the frame-counter contents
for subcom word ID (0 to 127). The bit pattern sequence is shown in
Figure 14.
7.2.3.3 Other Control Words--There are two other control words in
each telemetry minor frame that may be required in ground process-
ing. The contents of these words are described below and in the
following paragraphs:
a. Word 3
(1) Bit race (bits 0, 1, and 2):
000 = 1 kbps
(2) Format ID (bits 3 and 4):
01 = format I (engineering), for NASA use only
10 = format II (mission)
11 = OBC controlled, for NASA use only
(3) Real-time computer data dump (bit 6)
0 - OBC dump, for NASA use only
1 = real-time spacecraft/normal payload operation
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b. Word 35 - Computer Data Word ID (8-bits)--Identifies the OBC
report number contained in this minor frame. The 25-word OBC
contribution to telemetry minor-frame word locations 91 to 95
and 108 to 127 can be identified by this means.
7.2.3.4 Subcommutation Mission Format--There are a total of 31
subcommutated words in a minor frame. The length of the subcom-
mutation cycle is one full major frame. The 7-bit (0 to 127) minor-
frame counter contained in word 65 is used to identify subcom words
32, 33, and 96 through 99. Words may be sampled in these columns
one or more times per major frame. For example, a telemetry word
assigned a sample rate of once per major frame will be sampled
approximately once very 16 seconds at 8 kbps. Those words that
require sampling faster than once per major frame have been equally
spaced in subcom columns. As an example, a word requiring four
samples per major frame is sampled first in minor frames N, second
in minor-frame N+32, third in N+64, and fourth in N+96. The OBC
reports contained in words 91 to 95 and 108 to 127 are subcommutated
as a group, and are indexed to the OBC report number contained in
word 35.
7.2.3.5 Nonfixed Columns--There are 112 other columns in the mis-
sion format for the assignment of subsystem telemetry data.
7.2.4 Telemetry Assignments by User
Tables 14 and 15 through 20 list "he
Landsat-D ground station operators.
function description and location in
sampled in each minor frame, and Tab
subcommutators. See Section 8 for a
OBC reports.
telemetry data of interest to
Table 14 gives a telemetry
the telemetry matrix for data
les 15 through 20 cover the six
description of the contents of
75
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8. ONBOARD COMPUTER REPORTS
The OBC contributes 128 reports to each telemetry major frame and
1 report to each telemetry minor frame. The length of the reports
are mission unique, but must be at least two words long. The first
word is output in column 35 and gives the report number; the re-
maining word or words give the data being reported. The Landsat-D
flight software contribution to telemetry are presented in this
section. The OBC data items contained in the telemetry stream and
their output rates are listed along with the format of the reports
as they appear in the telemetry minor frames.
The number of OBC reports generated by the various flight elements,
as well as the rate at which the reports are output per major frame,
are tabulated in Tables 22 and 23 and Figures 19 through 23. The
"Samples/Major-Frame" ('table 21 and 23) column contains the total
reports contributed by each processor to each major frame. The
Landsat-D fight software will contribute 103 reports to each major
frame of telemetry, 17 of which are useful in ground processing of
image data. This leaves 25 reports as a reserve for growth in the
number of OBC deta items contributed to telemetry. Each report will
be 25 words long. The rate at which the various reports are output
ranges from one to eight times per major frame. The order in which
the OBC reports are c.itput is defined in Table 21. Most of the data
in Reports 1, 2, 10, and 11 are intended primarily for operation of
the spacecraft and for engineering purposes. Emphemeris and
attitude data in the OBC reports are the same as in the PCD subcom
except for sampling rate. The epoch for the gyro data examples,
attitude estimates, and ephemeris is defined by the parameter TF in
ACS Report No. 11. The ACS telemetry is given in Table 22 and
Figures 19 through 22. Tfie ephemeris computation telemetry report
is given in Figure 23 and Table 23.
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Table 21
Onboard Computer Telemetry Report Sequence
Minor
Frame
OBC Report
Number
(Column 35) OBC Telemetry Contents
Telemetry
Report
Number Notes
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 1 Attitude contra.'_ system 1 Contains ex,
(ACS) telemetry report ey, Oz
9 2 ACS telemetry report 2 Contains
errors
10
11
12
13
14
15
16 13 Ephemeris computation TLM 1 See Fig. 23
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27 lc ACS telemetry report 10
28
29
3G 11 ACS telemetry report 1i
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40 1 ACS telemetry report 1
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Table 21 (Continued)
Minor
Frame
OBC Report
Number
(Column 35) OBC Telemetry Contents
Telemetry
Report
Number Notes
41 2 ACS telemetry report 2
42
43
44
45
46
47
48 13 Ephemeris computation TLM 1
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62 11 ACS telemetry report 11
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72 1 ACS telemetry report 1
73 2 ACS telemetry report 2
74
75
76
77
78
79
80 13 Ephemeris computation TLM 1
81
82
83
85
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Table 21 (Continued)
Minor
Frame
OBC Report
Number
(Column 35) OBC Telemetry Contents
Telemetry
Report
Number Notes
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94 11 ACS telemetry report 11
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104 1 ACS telemetry report 1
105 2 ACS telemetry report 2
106
107
108
109
110
111
112 3 Ephemeris computatio.• TLM 1
113
114
115
116
1!7
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126 i	 11 ACS telemetry report 11
127
I J
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TLM Won
Oec Dab
1 2 3 4 6
8xLas	 LSO
By
11/.58
	 LSO
B:
8 7 8 9 10
US
11	 12	 13	 14	 15
16	 17	 18	 18	 20
21	 22	 23	 24	 25
Output four tines per mapr fran» in minor franes 8, 40, 72, and 104.
Sixteen MSG's of double precision Ox, By, B: are downlinked.
Figure 19. ACS Telemetry Report 1
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1 2 3 4 5
Wx WY
TLM Word
OBC Data
ORMINAL PANE 1$
Old POOR QUALITY
6 7 8 9 1	 10
WE Ex Ey
11 12 13 14 14
E: EPA1
16 17 18 19 20
EPA2 EPA3
21 22 23 24 25
EPA3 EPA4
Output four times per major frame in minor frames 9. 41, 73, and 105.
Eight MSB's of single precision Wx, Wy, WE are downiinked.
Sixteen MSB's of double precision Ex, Ey, EE, are downlinked.
Figure 20. ACS Telemetry Report 2
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rLM word
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 6
ebx	 Bby	 Bbw
08C Date M99	 LSD MU	 l= WS9
6 7 9 9 10
l59
11	 T	 12	 13	 14	 15
16	 17	 19	 19	 20
21	 22	 23	 1	 24	 1	 29
Output ones pw nnior frsrns in miner him  27.
Sixtssn Mi9't of double precision B bx. Bby, , e bs we downl"ed.
Fi gure 21. ACS Telemetry Report 10
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6 7 t f 10
E0GS11F121 9008RF 191
11 12 12 16 1s
EOGSVFIII
16 17 1t	 11 30
EOGBVF421
21 22 2=	 24 29
900DWIN
out four timen par major hsmo 1n mkw froma 16, 6t, f0, ar+d 112.
23. Ephemeris Computation Telemetry Report 1
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9. LANDSAT-D COMMUNICATIONS
9.1 LANDSAT-D X-BAND CHARACTERISTICS
The following information describes the Landsat-D X-band link
characteristics:
a. Frequency: 8.212E GHz
b. Transmitter power: 44 watts
c. Spacecraft antenna characteristics
• Shaped-beam antenna
• Gain at 63.8 degrees from nadir (plus 7 dB)
• Gain at nadir (minus :' dB)
• Spacecraft connection loss: 0.6 dB
d. Modulation scheme
• Unbalanced quadrature phase-shift keyed (U QPSK)
W MSS (15.0626 Mbps) data on the 0-channel
• TM (84.903 Mbps) data on the I-channel
e. Downlink spectrum: The TM data are PN-encoded on the space-
craft. Data are spread over approximately 170-MHz bandwidth.
9.1.1 Working Mode, Modulation, and Spectral Occupation
The Landsat-D X-band transmit link uses a UQPSK modulation format
for transmitting TM and MSS data. The TM data are usually modulated
on the "I" carrier channel, and the MSS data on the "Q" carrier
r
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channel with a 4 to 1 power split. There will be three operational
modes that are as follows
Mode	 I-ChA-inel Q-Channel Modulation
1	 PN (84.903 Mbps) MSS	 (15.0626 Mbps) UQPSK
2	 TM (84.903 Mbps) TM	 (84.903 Mbps) BPSK
3	 TM (84.903 Mbps MSS	 (15.0626 Mbps) UQPSK
The TM data are replaced with PN code for mode 1, in 4-hich only the
MSS is operating. When only the TM is operating, the MSS data may
be replaced with TM data. The TM data are PN-encoded within the
instrument electronics. The MSS and TM are differentially encoded
by converting from NRZ-L to NRZ-M for downlink transmission.
9.1.2 Output Filter Characteristics
A low-pass filter at the output of the TWT is planned to attenuate
the TWTA second harmonic as well as the output noise to a level at
which it will not degrade the Ku-band forward link receiver noise
fi;ure. A pre-TWTA four-pole 0.01-dB ripple Tschebyscheff filter
with a matched bandwidth of 225 MHz is provided to meet power flux
density restrictions. The X-band low-pass filter characteristics
are as follows:
Bandwidth: +84 MHz
Insertion loss: 40.15 dB
VSWR:	 1.15:1
Phase deviation from linearity: <0.25 deg over +84 MHz
Insertion loss variation: 40.05 dB over +84 MHz
Gain slope: <0.01 dB/MHz over +84 MHz
Rejection: x31 dB at 16.4 GHz; >14 dB at 13.775 GHz
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9.2 LANDSAT-D S-BAND IMAGE DATA TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS
The following Information describes the Landsat-D S-tend image data
transmission characteristics:
a. Carrier frequency: 2265.5 MHz
b. Transmitter power: 10 watts
c. Spacecraft antenna characteristics
• Shaped-beam antenna
t Gain at 63.8 degrees from nadir (+2.5 dB)
• Gain at nadir (minus 8 dB)
• Spacecraft connection loss: 1.5 dB
d. Modulation scheme
• NRZ-L PCM/FM
• MSS 15.0626 Mbps (same as Landsats 1 through 3)
• Deviation +5.6 MHz +5 percent
e. Downlink spectrum: MSS data are spread over approximately
20-MHz bandwidth.
9.3 LANDSAT-D S-BAND TELEMETRY DATA TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS
The S-band telemetry will be commanded on in response to a foreign
station's request for telemetry data to support their MSS image data
rr^eption by either S-band or X-band. The following information
describes the Landsat-D S -hand telemetry data transmission
characteristics:
a. Frequency: 2287.5 MHz
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b. Effective isotropic radiation power: +3.2 dBW
c. Modulation scheme: 8 kbps
• PCM/PSK/PM
• 8-kbps data on 1.024-MHz subcarrier
• Carrier modulation index: 0.8 rad
d. Modulatio^ scheme: 32-kbps PCD
• PCM/PM
• 32-kbps PM on carrier
• Carrier modulation index: 1.0 rad
• Frequency staLility and aging temperature stability
- Combined effects over 1 year: ±3.8 parts per 106
- Short-term stability: the RMS fractional deviation for
a 3-minute period, measured with a 1.0-second integra-
tion time shall not exceed 3 x 10-9.
a. Downlink spectrum: Data are spread over approximately 3-MHz
bandwidth.
9.4 LANDSAT-D X-BAND AND S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS TO FOREIGN GROUND
STATIONS
Foreign ground stations can acquire TM video data by the X-band link
only. PCD can be acquires° by the X-band (in TM video) or S-band
32-kbps data link. MSS video data can be acquired by the X-band
link in addition to the S-band link, as is currently the case with
Landsat 2 and Landsat 3. MSS telemetry data can be acquired on the
S-band 8-kbps link. If required, S-band and X-band communications
links can be operated simultaneot:sly to satisfy foreign ground
station cover^oe requirements for common areas. Simultaneous S-band
97
and X-band cage data transmission to one station will not be sup-
ported, although PCD transmission by S .-band can be scheduled during
X-band TM data transmission. The Landsat-D Fight Segment has been
designed to transmit a cumulative total of 100 daytime and 50 night
thematic mapper scenes to participating user ground stations.
Preliminary downlink carrier frequency stability for the X-band,
S
-band telemetry, and S-band image data communications links to
foreign ground stations are as follows:
a. Landsat-D S-band telemetry data transmission frequency stabi-
lity: +0.0004 percent inclusive of initial frequency set-
ting, aging, and temperature stability effects over 1 year
b. Landsat-D X -band transmission initial setting accuracy:
82125 GHz +0.005 percent; frequency stability: +0.0004
percent after 3 years in space
c. Landsat S-band image data transmission: +0.0005 percent
inclusive of initial frequency setting, aging, and tempera-
ture effects after 3 years in space
10. CHANNEL AND PROCEDURES FOR PROVIDING CALIBRATION DATk TO
FOREIGN STATIONS
NASA/GSFC supplies calibration data to members of the Landsat Ground
Station Operations Working Group (LGSOWG) only as authorized by NASA
Headquarters. The following calibration data have been provided in
the past to approved LGSOWG members:
a. Prelaunch mirror velocity profile
b. Postlaunch mirror velocity profiles as available
C. Prelaunch detector response curves
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11. TELEMETRY TIME SIGNALS--ONBOARD CLOCK RESETTING PROCEDURE
The time of the onboard clock shall be accurate to +20 milliseconds
relative to Universal Time Coordinated (U TC). A daily update is
expected to be adequate for maintaining this clock accuracy. Time
updates will not be performed during MSS or TM data acquisitions.
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MULTISPEC'
FOR LANDSAT-D (MARCH 1, 1979)
APPENDIX A
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA FORMAT FOR LANDSAT-D (MARCH 1, 1979)
Al. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A1.1 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER FORMATS
Multispectral scanner (MSS) formats described in the following
paragraphs are:
e Serial bit stream following bit synchronization (i.e., input
to first high-density tape recorders)
e Serial bit stream following ground segment demultiplexer
(DEMUX) (input to Operations Control Center (OCC) quick-look
displays)
Within the ground segment, the multiplexer (MUX) output signal is
received, demodulated, and fed into a bit synchronizer to re-
establish bit synchronization. The DEMUX establishes group synchro-
nization, decommutates the data into line-scan format, generates
line-length count, reinverts the middle two bits on all data, and
finally generates its own preamble to the line. The MSS is capable
of operatinq in two basic modes: compression and noncompression
(linear). In addition, the MSS may be operated at different gains
as shown in Table A-1. The data format does not vary devendinq on
the mode.
A2. BIT SYNCHRONIZATION OUTPUT FORMAT
The serial data stream can be observed after bit synchronization on
the ground before any further processing. Thus, it aqrees with the
MSS MUX output on the Landsat-D spacecraft. The data, after being
encoded by the MUX, are in the format shown in Fiqure A-1. This
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START-OF-
PREAMBLE SCAN COLZ
MAJOR FRAME
VIDEO MIDDLE-OF-
DATA SCAN CODE
(by ground
command)
VIDEO	 END-OF-
DATA
	
SCAN
CODE
1
MINOR FRAMES AS SHOWN BELOW
ROW a 25 WORDS
ROW 1 MNFS SENSOR 1 SENSOR 2 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 • SENSOR 24
(1A) (2A) •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 • (4F)
ROW 2 (BLANK) SENSOR 1 SENSOR 2 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 • SENSOR 24 MINOR FRAME
ROW 3 (BLANK) SENSOR 1 SENSOR 2 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 . SENSOR 24 150 WORDS
ROW 4 MNFS SENSOR 1 SENSOR 2 .	 •	 •	 •	 •	 • SENSOR 24
ROW 5 (BLANK) <<NSOR 1 SENSOR 2 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 • SENSOR 24
ROW 6 (BLANK) SENSOR 1 SENSOR 2 1 1	 SENSOR 24
MNFS a MINOR FRAME SYNC CODE
Nob: The sampling sequence sell be 1 A, 2A, 113, 2B .... 3F, 4F.
Following the start-of-scan coda rows 1 and 2 of the first minor frame contain
49 words of timovade dad in place of sensor data.
Fiqure A-1. Multiplexer Output Data Format
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Table A-1
MSS Modes
Gains
Modes Linear Compressed IX	 3X
Band 1 X X X	 X
Band 2 X X X	 X
Band 3 X X X
Band 4 X X
format, which defines the details of one major frame of data con-
taining 184,320 6-bit words, corresponds to one scan of the MSS scan
mirror. Figure A-1 also shows a typical minor frame, 150 words
output serially during the sensor data interval, that contain the 6-
by 25-word matrix. The data rate is approximately 15.06 Mbps, which
agrees with a data-word rate of approximately 2.5 by 10  words per
second. The five segments of the major-frame format plus the cali-
bration data format, are discussed in the following subsections.
Figure A-2 and Table A-2 are provided as reference for timing,
coding, and other specifics.
A2.1 PREAMBLE
The start of the preamble defines the start of the major frame. The
pattern is 000111 repeated at the data word rate The preamble is
terminated at the end of the word period during which the start of
scan monitor pulse is received from the scanner.
A2.2 START-OF-SCAN CODE
The single word followinq the termination of the preamble is the
start of the scan (SMC-1) code pattern, 111000, which appears in the
data stream immediately after a preamble word. Thus, an indication
of the line start (i.e., beginning of active scan) is the appearance
of six adjacent ones.
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Table A-2
Multispectral Scanner Multiplexer and Bit Sync Format
Coding
(6-bit word)
Nominal
Time Duration
Nominal
Number of Words
Preamble 000111 11.3 ms +3 ms 28762 +7503
Start-of-scan code 111000 0.398 µs 1
(SMC-1)
Minor-frame sync 001011 0.398 µs 1
(MNFS)
Time code Logic 1's 19.522 µs 49
and 0's
(110011 and
001100)
Sensor data (video) Dat•,** 32 ms total 82533
Middle-of-scan 100 black* 79.682 µs 200
code (SMC-M) 100 white
End-of-scan code 100 black* 79.682 µs 200
(SMC-2) 100 white
Calibration wedge Dzta** 10.2 ms 25510
Preamble Data** 8.871 ms 22186
A2.3 VIDEO DATA
Following the start-of-scan code, tha MSS MUX begins to transmit
data that are grouped in minor frames of 150 words (i.e., six rows
of 25 words each) as shown in Figure A-1. The minor-frame
synchronization (MNFS) code is 001011 and occurs as the first word
in row 1. The complement of the MNFS occurs as the first word in
row 4 of each minor frame. The time-code data from the spacecraft
clock are inserted in word positions 2 through 49 of rows 1 and 2 of
*Black 001100, white 110011
**Binary: 0 to 63 levels with center two bits inverted
(e.g., level 6 = 001010).
A-5
the first minor frame of each scan in place of sensor data as shown
in Figures A-3 and A-4. Figure A-4 shows the placement of various
units of the BCD time code in different scans. The total code re-
quires that two scans be inserted, and the format alternates back
and forth every two scans. Figure A-3 relates the time-code clock
output to the MUX-generated envelope and the time-code input to the
MUX and shows their relationship within the first minor frame of
each scan. Although the spacecraft clock provides a 49-bit NRZ-L
time code to the MUX, the 49th bit of the code is not accepted by
the MUX, the 49th bit of the code is not accepted by the MUX. Note
the time-code envelope in Figure A-3. Also note that spacecraft
clock bit 25 is a dummy bit. As for sensor data, a time-code data
zero bit is encoded by the MUX as output data bits 001100, and a
time-code data one bit as 1100011.
Word positions 2 through 25 in all other rows contain encoded sensor
rata words from bands 1 through 4. The signal from each band is
converted to a binary code in which 000000 represents the least
positive voltage levels. After conversion to their binary equi-
valent, the data are encoded in the MUX by inverting data bits 3 and
4 in each sensor data word (i.e., binary level 0000000 will be
encoded as 001100). Sensor data are transmitted with the MSB first.
A2.4 MIDDLE-OF-SCAN CODE
When operated in the midscan indicator ON mode, the MUX pre-empts
transmission of sensor data on receipt of the middle-of-scan monitor
pulse from the scanner and transmits the middle-of-scan code.
Beginning with the word period immediately following the receipt of
the pulse, the MUX transmits the encoded equivalent of the black-
sensor level (i.e., 0.00 volt input, code 001100) for the next
100-word periods. In the subsequent 100-word periods, the encoded
equivalent of the white-sensor level (i.e., 4.0 volts input, code
110011) is transmitted. In the next word period, sensor data re-
sume. (Note that only sensor data are pre-empted; minor frame
A-6
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synchronization codes are inserted in their proper locations but are
included in the count of word periods.) When operated in the mid-
scan indicator OFF mode, the MUX ignores the middle-of-scan monitcr
pulse and continues to transmit sensor data from the scanner. NASA
plans to use the midscan code to develop and/or validate mirror v-
elocity profiles and mirror scan repeatability. NASA intends to use
this mode infrequently on a noninterference basis with foreign
acquisition requirements.
A2.5 END-OF-SCAN CODE
On receipt of the end-of-scan monitor pulse from the scanner, the
MUX pre-empts transmission of sensor data from the scanner and
transmits the end-of-scan code. This code is identical to the
black-and-white level code patterns of the middle-of-scan code.
After transmis3ion of end-of-scan code (200-word periods), sensor
data resume until the end of the major frame.
A2.6 INTERNAL CAU IRATION DATA
Whereas the preceding five subsections cover MUX data output pat-
terns, internal calibration differs in that the MUX does not control
it. Calibration data appear in the serial data stream during every
other retrace interval (i.e., between the end-of-scan code and the
beginning of preamble). During the retrace interval, the scan
mirror makes the transmit from east to west, a shutter wheel closes
off the optical fiber view to the Earth, and a l;ght source (cali-
bration lamp) is projected onto the fibers through a variable
neutral-density filter on the shutter wheel. This process intro-
duces a calibration wedge into the video data stream of bands 1
through 4 during this retrace interval. The nominal shape of the
calibration or gray wedge is shown in Figure A-5. The actual shape
and level varies somewhat for the detectors in the various spectral
bands. The calibration wedge is about 10.2 ms in total duration
A-9
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Figure A-5. Nominal Calibration Wedge Curve
wedge density levels (digital) decrease from 63 to 0 and the wedge
appears once every 147 ms. Assuming that the calibration lamp
intensity is constant, it is possible to obtain a check of the
relative radiometric levels and to equalize gain chanaes that ma-,
occur in the six detectors of a spectral band.
Since internal calibration is a function of the rotating shutter and
calibration lamp and is not controlled by the MUX, it does not o^cur
at the exact word position in the data stream .)f every other scan
retrace. The purpose of the calibration wedge is to determine that
the calibration lamp, neutral-density wedge, optics train, and
radiometer visual channels are providing a calibration ramp versus
time that can be processed to provide the required number of grty-
scale levels; of descending 'half-power levels. Thus, during every
other scan retrace, about 10 milliseconds of minor frames contain
calibration data in the sensor data words, beginning about 11 ms
after end-of-line (noncalibration retraces), the sensors output a
black level derived from the detectors; looking at a dark surface on
the shutter. As with all other sensor data we)rds, the internal
calibration data are encoded by inverting the middle two bits.
Figure A-6 shows details within the scanner related to internal
calibration and band 4 do restoration.
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A3. DF.MULTIPLEXER OUTPUT FORMAT
Demultiplexinq of the MSS serial data stream takes place within the
ground processing system. The DEMUR takes the bit synchronized data
stream and recodes all words except minor-frame sync, which remains
the same as the MUX output word (001011). The DEMUX generates new
words for preamble (010101) and line start (111001) and creates a
line-length code (an 18-bit binary word). The DEMUX reinverts the
two middle bits for time code, sensor data, midscan code, end-of-
line coda, and calibration data. Thus, the black level is 000000
inntead cf 001100.
The DEMUX output format and word codes are shown in Table A-3.
Figure A-7 presents a detailed DEMUX output timeline (by word
count ) . Note that this format (Fi gure A-7 and discussed below) is
the same for each of the 24 MSS detectors (i.e., four hands times
six detectors per band).
A3.1 PREAMBLE
The preamble lasts for 131 4 .8 +20 worts and is encoded by the DEMUX
as 010101.
A3.2 LINE-START CODE
The line-start code is regenerated by the DEMUX and is 111001.
?13.3 TIME CODE
The  first two words after the line-stmt code are time-code -inta for
the first minor-frame of each mirror scan.
A3.4 SENSOR DATA
Sensor lata are binary with the LSS first in levels from O (000000)
to 03 (111111).
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Table A-3
Demultiplexer Output Format
Number of
6-Bit Words Code
Preamble 1313 +20 010101
Line start 1 111001
Time code 48 Logical 1's and 0's
(111111) and (000000)
Sensor data Maximum range Binary LSB first
3000 to 3450**
End-of-line code 8 4 x (000000)
4 x	 (111111)
Line length* 3 Binary LSB first
Calibration 1 (See Figure A-7) Binary LSB first
(bands 1-4)
Midscan code 8 4 x (000000)
(by command only) 4 x	 (111111)
A3.5 END-OF-LINE CODE
The end-of-line code is recoded by the DEMUX as four black (000000)
words and four white (111111) words.
A3.6 LINE-LENGTH CODE
The DEMUX "counts" the total number of words during the sensor data
interval, from line start to end-of-line code. The information is
put into the data stream at word positions 3773, 3774, and 3775 as
in 18-bit binary word with the LSB first. Bits 16, 17, and 18 are
always 010, respectively. The number o,`. words in a line for a given
*Occurs at words 3773, 3774, and 3775
**For each of 24 parallel demultiplexed detector data streams.
A-14
M
detector is line length divided by 25. If the DEMUX fails to sync
on the end-of-line code, its internal logic will recognize this fact
and generate all 1's for words 3773, 3774, and 3775. If the DEMUX
fails to synchronize on the line-start pulse, it will continually
generate the preamble code until a line start is recognized.
A3.7 CALIBRATION DATA
The calibration data for bands 1 through 4 (Cal 1) are delineated in
Figure A-7. The data are sent LSB first. As with sensor data, the
center two bits are reinverted by the DEMUX.
A3.8 UNUSED VIDEO DATA
Data words between end-of-line code and shutter closing (except for
18-bit line-length code) represent only shutter-wheel motion and are
unused.
A-15
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APPENDIX B
MSS DATA PROCESSING CONSTANTS
B1 SPACECRAFT AND SENSOR CONSTANTS
Table B-1 lists the values for certain spacecraft and sensor con-
stants required in ground processing. The MSS band-to-band offsets
are given for Bands 2, 3 and 4 with an implied zero for Band 1. The
offset is a number such that when added to a "sampling time delay"
for a detector of that band, the result is an offset in pixels for
that detector from a fictitious detector for which the resampling
matrices were formed. Thus 27 numbers are given: 3 "band-to-band"
offsets and 24 "sampling time" delays. (A set of six is repeated
for each band.) This particular partition was selected to satisfy
certain historically acceptable formats. Decompression data are
provided in Table B-2.
Table B-1
Spacecraft and Sensor Constants
Data Description Values
Nominal number of pixels per input line 3240
Number of input lines in the partially
processed image 2400
Nominal scale of input interpixel distance in
meters per pixel 57
Nominal scale of input interline distance in
meters per pixel 82.7
Number of pixels per output line of fully
processed image 3548
Number of lines per output image of fully
processed image 2983
Scale of fully processed output interpixel
distance in meters per pixel 57
Scale of fully processeed output interline
distance in meters per pixel 57
8-1
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Table B-1 (Continued)
Data Description Values
Nominal spacecraft altitude in meters 705300
Nominal input swath width in meters 185000
The prelaunch mirror.scan profile for MSS is of
the following form:
R= 2-A-e -0 	2-1)ts.sin W (t 0 +	 {i -	 131ts)
with
R = scan angle,	 rad.
A = harmonic amplitude 0.23387 rzd
S - damping constant 0.00739/sec
i = pixel number lG iG linelength
i s
 = sampling time 9.958 µsec
W = mirror frequency 17.499
1-0 = start time for scan relative to center
pixel time -16.15 ms
,SS maximum mirror angle in radians 0.260
Scan skew constant in radians 0.00135135
Time between successive MSS mirror sweeps in
seconds 0.07342
Time for the active portion of an MSS mirror
sweep in seconds 0.03230
SemimaDor axis of Earth ellipsoid	 (Interna-
tional Spheroid)	 in meters 6378388
Semiminor axis of Earth ellipsoid (Interna- •
tional Spheroid)	 in meters 6356912
-2 1.113315	 x	 10-13Earth curvature constant in meters
MSS sampling delay consists (24 values,	 one for
each detector) measured in input image along-
scan pixel units.	 The MSS sampling delay
constants will appear in the following order:
B-2
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Data Description Values
Band 1 detector 1 -2.720805
detector 2 -2.800665
detector 3 -2.880525
detector 4 -2.960385
detector 5 -3.040245
detector 6 -3.120105
Band 2 detector 1-6
Band 3 detector 1-6 Same values as for
Band 1 detectors 1-6,
Band 4 detector 1-6 respectively
MSS band-to-band offsets with respect to band 1 Band 2 - 1.95007
(3 values: one each for bands 2,	 3 and 4) Band 3 - 3.89084
measured in input image along-scan pixel units Band 4 - 5.84091
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Table B-2
Landsat-D MSS Decompression Table
Compressed
Quantum Level
Equivalent Linear
Quantum Level
Compressed
Quantum Level
Equivalent Linear
Quantum Level
Bands 1&3 Band 2 Banda 10 Band 2
0 0 0 32 42 42
1 1 1 33 44 44
2 2 2 34 46 46
3 3 2 35 48 48
4 3 3 36 5C 49
5 4 4 37 52 51
6 5 5 38 54 54
7 6 6 39 56 56
8 7 7 40 59 59
9 8 8 41 62 61
10 9 9 42 65 64
11 10 10 43 67 67
12 11 11 44 70 70
13 12 12 45 73 73
14 13 13 46 76 76
15 14 14 47 79 79
16 16 16 48 82 81
17 17 17 49 85 84
18 18 18 50 88 87
19 20 19 51 41 90
20 21 21 52 94 93
21 22 22 53 96 96
22 24 24 54 99 99
23 26 26 55 102 102
24 27 27 56 105 10
25 29 29 57 108 108
26 31 31 58 111 111
27 33 33 59 114 114
28 34 34 60 117 117
29 36 36 61 120 120
30 38 39 62 123 123
31 40 40 63 127 127
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B2 CALIBRATION WEDGE WORD COUNT VALUES
Table B-3 presents the number of pixels from the mid-point of the
calibration wedge leading edge to the point at which each of six
values are to be extracted for use in gain and offset calculations.
Separate table segments are provided for each mode of sensor
operation (high gain/low gain, use of prime/redundant calibration
source lamp). Within each segment, sets of six word count values
are provided for each band; and each set applies to all detectors
within the band.
B3 NOMINAL CALBRATION QUANTUM LEVEL VALUES
Table B-4 presents the nominal digital values that can be expected
at each calibration wedge location defined in Table B-3. Separate
table segments are provided for each combination of sensor mode
(high/low gain, use of prime/redundant calibration source lamp) and
signal amplifier mode (linear/compressed). Within each segment,
radiance values are provided for each word count value of each
detector.
B4 OFFSET AND GAIN COEFF ICIENTS (C i and D i Values)
Tables B-5, B-6, 3-7 and B-8 present the regression coefficients
used with calibration wedge radiance values (which are extracted at
locations defined by Table B-3) to calculate the gain and offset
values that describe the radiance calibration function for each
detector. Each table describes a mode of sensor operation (high/low
gain, use of prime/redundant calibration source lamp). Within each
table, separate segments are provided for each detector of each
band. Each segment contains an offset coefficient value and a gain
coefficient value for each of the six calibration quantum level
values to be extracted from the calibration wedge portion of the MSS
data.
s-5
It should be noted that no multiplicative or additive modified
values (M's and A's) have been developed to further adjust the
radiometric calibration functions defined by the data provided in
Tables B-3 through B-8; that is, the nominal values of M • 1.0 and A
0.0 apply to all detectors.
B-6
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Table B-3
	
QVAL"i
Calibration Wedge Word Count Values
•	 Lamp A (Prime)
Calibration Wedge Word Count* For
High Gain: Locating Sample Number:
1 2 3 4 5 6
Band 1 470 480 490 500 920 930
Band 2 580 590 600 610 950 960
Band 3 380 390 400 410 890 900
Band 4 330 340 350 360 750 760
Low Gain:it
Band 1 230 240 250 260 810 820
Band 2 340 350 360 370 880 890
Br.nd 3 380 390 400 410 890 900
Band 4 330 340 350 360 750 760
•	 Lamp B (Redundant)
High Gain:
Band 1 470 480 490 500 920 930
Band 2 580 590 600 610 950 960
Band 3 380 390 400 410 890 900
Band 4 330 340 350 360 750 760
Low Gain:
Band 1 230 240 250 260 810 820
Band 2 340 350 360 370 880 890
Band 3 380 390 400 410 890 900
Band 4 330 340 350 360 750 760
* Number of pixels (words), counting from the mid-point
of the leading edge of the cal. wedge, to the location
of each of the six word samples to be extracted from the
wedge.
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Cl MIRROR POSITION PROFILES
The prelaunch mirror position profiles are specified by fifth-order
polynomials. The along and across scan polynomial profile coef-
ficients for the various operating modes of the Landsat-D scan mir-
ror are provided in Table C-1. The across scan profile is derived
from the scan line corrector profile and scan mirror across scan
linearity. The forward scan profile polynomials start at scan-start
and end at scan-end. The reverse profile polynomials start at
scan-end and end at scan-start. Scan time has been normalized to
0.060743 seconds. A second-order correction, which is based on the
first-half and second-half scan-time error, must be applied to these
profiles. This scan-error information is included in the TM
wideband data.
The scan-line corrector velocity profile will be the same for for-
ward and reverse scan mirror assembly scans, and is also defined by
a fifth-order polynomial. Data concerning scan-line corrector
profiles are not currently available.
r' TM ANGULAR CHARACTERISTICS
The TM midscan pulse is nominally the instrument optical axis.
Start- and end-scan pulses are at midscan ±7.695 and +0.0667 degrees
(object space), respectively. The forward and reverse scan angle
monitor pulses are obtained from the same sensor but may be offset
by one IFOV nominal. The active scan amplitude will be measured to
an accuracy of 10 microradians with a repeatibility of 0.2 micro-
radians. The nominal along-scan distance from the pixel of minor
frame 7 of one band in the forward scan to the pixel of minor frame
7 of the same band in the reverse scan is (6320 -14) 6306 IFOV's.
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The channel delay time (electronic delay between detection and
analog/digital conversion) is nominally 11 microseconds for the
reflective bands. However, the variability between detectors is
significant and will require calibration. The thermal band delay is
not yet known.
C3 DETECTOR RESPONSE DATA
Detector response data are not currently available.
C4 TM PIXEL DIMENSIONS
The nominal scale of input interpixel and interline distances are
30m each (i.e., 30 x 30 m pixels).
C-3
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APPENDIX D
IMPROVED INTERRANGE VECTOR (IIRV) MESSAGt
The IIRV message in Figure D-1 shall be coded in USASCII. All data
fields are right justified, with leading zeros added as needed. A
positive sign (+) shall be indicated by a blank, and a negative sign
(-) shall be indicated by a minus. The IIRV message shall contain
spacecraft position and velocity for the given epoch time. Table
D-1 contains IIRV message body data field explanations.
Vector epoch times will be provided four times daily, at 00:00,
06:00, 12:00 and 18:00 GMT.
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Table D -1
IIRV ASCII TTY Message Body Explanation
Line Characters Explanation
1 ----- Optional message tout.
2 GRRV Start of message (fixed).
A Alphabetic character indicating
originator of message:
blank - GSFC	 Z - WLPS
E	 - ETR	 L n JPL
W	 - WTR	 J - JSC
P	 - PMR	 A - AFSCF
K	 - KbiR
RRRR Destination routing indicator.
Specifies the site for which the
message was generated.	 if for
more than one station. this field
should conta i n "MANY" ke.xe-ev.o
S V	 (Hot Used) Vector type..
1 - Free flight (routine).
2 - Forced (special update).
2 - Forced (no burn).
4 - Maneuver Ignition.
S - Maneuver cutoff.
S - Reentry.
7 - Powered sight.
S o Spare.
9 - Spare.
I	 (Not Used) Source of data:
1	 Nominal. planning.
2	 Real-time.
s	 Off-line.
4	 Off-line mean.
T	 (Al ways 1) Transfer type:
I	 Interrange.
2	 intercenter.
C	 (Always 1 ) Coordinate system-
1	 Geocentric Greenwich
Rotation.	 (alllnterrange
vectors)
2	 Aries mean of 1950. 	 kfali
(ntercenter vectors)
SIC (4 characters) Support Identification Code.
Lmdat•D= 12%, L =d$N•D'*IN9
BB (=always 1) Body number; VID (00-95).
D-3
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Line Characters Explanai6en
5 NNN Counter number indicating v,:etor
(cont) transfor number on a per station
per transmission basis.
DOY Day of year.
HHMXSSSSS Vector epoch to aMT with resolu-
tion to nearest millisecond.
CCC Cbocksum of preceding characters:
0 tbrou`b 9 = Face value
Minus (-) = 1
Plus v+) = 0
4 S Sip character:	 (Minus: -
Plus : blank)
X component of position (meters).
YYYYYYYYYYYY Y component of position (meters).
ZZZZZZZZZZZZ Z component of position (meters).
CCC Checksum of previous characters:
0 through 9 = face value.
Minus (•) = 1.
Plus (+) = 0.
5 S Sip character.
X-velocity component.
YYYYYYYYYY Y Y-velocity component.
ZZ22.;2ZZZZZZ Z-veloeitY component.
Note
All velocity components era
in meters/second with re-
solution to nearest 1/1000
meter/second.
CCC Checkx= of preceding characters:
0 through 9 L Face value.
Minus (-) = 1.
Plus M • 0.
D-4
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Table D-1 (Continued)
Line Characters Etva"tion
6 MMMiII►dbD= Mass of target (kilograms with
resolution to 1/10 of kilogram)
for intercenter vector transfers
and off-ltne (GSFC) vectors. Con-
tains a!! zeroes when not used.
AAAAA Average target cross-sectional -
area (mete' -n squared with -resol-
ution to so*,esst square centimeter)
for tu.ereenter vector transfers
Lad off-lies (GSFC) vectors. Can-
tatas all zeroes when not used.
KKKK Drag factor (dlmenslonless) goo
digits to loft of decimal point).
For intercenter vector transfers
and off-line (GSFC) vectors. Con-
tains all zeroes when not used.
S Sign character for mean motion
rats.
	
Positive sign donated b^- a
space or Manic.
	
Negative denntod
by. :zirnu sip.
ikilliM^iM^illi Mean motion rate ( revolutions/
day) no digits to left of decimal
point.	 Pritaarily intended for
GbFC off-line support. 	 Conta;ns
all zeroes when not used.
CCC Checksum of preceding characters:
O through ! a Fare value.
Miaus H - 1
Plus N • 0
iTERM End if message.
0000 Originator routing indicator.
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APPENDIX E
TM MIDSCAN CORRECTION SUMMARY
This appendix explains how a parabola is added to a Smoothed profile
polynomial to create a ground calibrated profile polynomial. This
is r simplified algorithm that does not include effects from space-
craft jitter. Referring to Figure E-1, the upper curve illustrates
an original smoothed profile that is normalized to the ideal scan
time of 60743 µseconds. Its midscan value is defined as the profile
(reference) offset angle O fo . This value is found during the data
collection for the scan used when the original profile is taken. The
second figure illustrates the actual profile for scan "i" in rela-
tion to the smoothed profile. The offset angle 0 f is found from
line length code. The "ith" scan differs from the smoothed profile
by a parabola where the midscan amplitude is (0 fi	 O fo )	afi' The
lowest figure illustrates the original smoothed profile, the para-
bola, 0(t), and the ground calibrated profile that is the parabola
added to the original profile.
Figure E-2 gives the profile polynomial modifications equations.
The initial forward profile is a fifth-order power series with
coefficients a 0 through a 5 defined for the ideal scan time. This
initial profile is first adjusted to the actual scan time. The
parabola for scan "i" is a second-order power series consisting of
two terms, a' 1'i and a' 2,i' The ground-calibrated profile is
defined as the adjusted fifth-order power series with
tl
al  i al —
ts
2
a2(tI—	 + al 2.i*
is
+ a' 1, i and a2 i
The line length code, illustrated in Figure E-3, contains first-half
and second-half scan errors E1 and E2, which are defined as Rl-T1
and R2-T2, resp<_,,.:tively, where R and T represent references and
half-scan times. R1 equals 30371.4 µsec and R2 equals 30371.6 µsec
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• INITIAL SMOOTHED PROFILE POLYNOMIAL
For ideal wan time, tl:
0It! a a0 + a t t + 82 t2 + a3 t3 + a4 t4 + a. ts
• ADJUSTED SMOOTH PROFILE POLYNOMIAL
For actual fan time to:
112
	 3	 4	
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\ to	
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• PARABOLA ASSOCIATED WITH LATER SCAN "i"
4 Ofi ) t _ (4 Afi) t2
t,	 ` t2
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Figure E-2. Profile Polynomial Modification Equations
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(they total the ideal scan time, t I
 60743.0 sec). First-half
scan error (FHSERR) and second-half scan errcr (SHSERR) have the
units of 5 MHz clock periods (0.18845 sec).
These represent the errors. (in clock counts) from the references in
clock counts (161164 and 161165), and negative values are trans-
mitted in binary 2's complement format as indicated. Note the
example of decoding, wherein midscan time errors E1 and E2 are
found, after which first- and second-half scan time T1 and T2 can
be determined.
At the top right of Figure E-4 is a triangle involving the first-
half scan error E1, the midscan offset angle 0fi and the scan rate.
When the actual wing mirror proportionality constant K' o
 and first-
and second-half scan times are taken into account, the midscan
offset angle 0fi is as indicated. Finally, L, i = O fi	 Ofn where
Ofo was previously identified from original profiles (Figure E-1).
41- ri can then be applied (Figure E-2) to the original smoothed pro-
- ile polynomial to obtain the desired ground-calibrated forward
scan polynomial.
Similar computations yield the reverse midscan correction A ri and
the ground calibrated reverse scan polynomial.
Figure E-5 is a step-by-step summary of the operations required for
applying the midscan correction.
The scan profile varies slowly and requires changing no more often
than every 400 scans. The maximum expected 0fi is 100 uradian.
Significant active scan time variation (from the ideal 60743 usec-
onds) can be expected especially when the MSS and TM instruments
operate simultaneously.
Spacecraft jitter has the effect of moving the points P O through P5
in inertial space. The effects of these angular motions can be
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compensated by using the outputs of Angular Displacement Sensors and
the Attitude Control Gyros.
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